CITY OF W INDSOR AGENDA 12/18/2017
City Council Meeting
Date: Monday, December 18, 2017
Time: 6:00 o’clock p.m.
Location: Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, Windsor City Hall
MEMBERS:

Mayor Drew Dilkens
Ward 1 - Councillor Fred Francis
Ward 2 - Councillor John Elliott
Ward 3 - Councillor Rino Bortolin
Ward 4 - Councillor Chris Holt
Ward 5 - Councillor Ed Sleiman
Ward 6 - Councillor Jo-Anne Gignac
Ward 7 - Councillor Irek Kusmierczyk
Ward 8 - Councillor Bill Marra
Ward 9 – Councillor Hilary Payne
Ward 10 - Councillor Paul Borrelli
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ORDER OF BUSINESS

Item #

Item Description

1.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

1.1.

In the event of the absence of the Mayor, Councillor Francis has been appointed Acting
Mayor for the month of December, 2017 in accordance with By-law 189-2014

2.

CALL TO ORDER - Playing of the National Anthem & Moment of Silent Reflection

3.

DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST AND THE GENERAL NATURE THEREOF

4.

ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES

5.

NOTICE OF PROCLAMATIONS

6.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

7.

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION PACKAGE (This includes both Correspondence
AND Communication Reports)

7.2.

Provincial Consultation Process Concerning a Cannabis Retail Store in Windsor
(CM 48/2018)

8.

CONSENT AGENDA

8.1.

Status of the Corporation's Participation in Paid and Unpaid Student and Work Placement
Agency Programs in 2016. (C 227/2017)

8.2.

Tender No. 100-17 - New Windsor Public Library - John Muir Branch Library - General
Contractor Results (C 223/2017)
CONSENT COMMITTEE REPORTS

8.3.

Minutes of the Windsor Licensing Commission of its meeting held October 25, 2017
(SCM 207/2017)
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8.4.

Minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee of its meeting held October 4, 2017
(SCM 200/2017)

8.5.

Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk on Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard Road to Milloy Street
(S 170/2017)

8.6.

Monmouth Road Proposed Parking Changes - WARD 4 (S 124/2017)

8.7.

City of Windsor - Dieppe Park Riverfront Walkway Lighting, Benches and trash
receptacles - Ward 3 (S 204/2017)

9.

REQUEST FOR DEFERRALS, REFERRALS AND/OR WITHDRAWALS

10.

PRESENTATIONS AND DELEGATIONS (5 Minute maximum per delegate)

10.1.

Presentation of Recognition Plaques to our Corporate & Community Sponsorship Partners

10.2.

City Engineer to present City of Windsor Parking App Implementation

11.

REGULAR BUSINESS ITEMS (Non-Consent Items)

11.1.

Proposed Expropriation of Part of the Common Elements of Essex Condo Corp. No 22
designated as Pts 2, 3 & 4 on Plan 12R-26985 for the purposes of permanent sewer
easements - City Wide (C 125/2017)

11.2.

Corporate LED Lighting Conversion - City Wide (C 226/2017)

11.3.

CQ45-2017 Parking Garage Improvements - Ward 3 (C 234/2017)

11.4.

Concession Group Canada Inc. (CGC) Request for Agreement Amendments
(C 220/2017)

12.

CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS

12.1.

(i) Report of the Special In-Camera meeting or other Committee as may be held prior to
Council (if scheduled)

12.2.

Minutes of the New City Hall Project Steering Committee of its meeting held November
23, 2017 (SCM 230/2017)
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13.

BY-LAWS (First and Second Reading)

14.

MOVE BACK INTO FORMAL SESSION

15.

NOTICES OF MOTION

16.

THIRD AND FINAL READING OF THE BY-LAWS

17.

PETITIONS

18.

QUESTION PERIOD

19.

STATEMENTS BY MEMBERS

20.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Wednesday, December 20, 2017
4:30 p.m.
Council Chambers, 3rd Floor, Windsor City Hall

21.

ADJOURNMENT
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Item No. 7.2
Council Report: CM 48/2017

Subject: Provincial Consultation Process Concerning A Cannabis Retail
Store in Windsor
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Michael Cooke, Manager of Planning Policy
Report Date: 12/04/2017
Clerk’s File #: GP2017
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council RECEIVE this report for information.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
Policy Framework for Cannabis Retail and Distribution
In April 2017, federal government introduced the Cannabis Act to legalize and regulate
recreational cannabis in Canada starting in July 1, 2018. This legislation creates strict
rules for producing, using and selling recreational cannabis to ensure protection of
youth and young adults. Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) will oversee the sale
and distribution of recreational cannabis through a subsidiary corporation, taking
advantage of its experience in distributing controlled substances and commitments to
social responsibility.
In preparation for the federal government’s plan to legalize cannabis, the Ontario
Ministry of Finance has identified an initial fourteen (14) municipalities in the
province intended for forty (40) stand-alone cannabis stores by July 2018. Windsor
was identified as one of the selected municipalities to have one (1) stand alone
store by July 2018. A prospective site may be selected as early as February 2018.
On November 6, 2017, City Council received a “Notice of Proposal” communication
from the Ontario Ministry of Finance to retail cannabis as a controlled substance within
the Province of Ontario as a subsidiary of the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO).
The above notice was noted by Council with decision number CR658/2017.
On November 27, 2017 a delegation of representatives from the Ontario Ministry of
Finance and LCBO attended a meeting in Windsor with municipal staff. City staff in
attendance included representatives from the Office of the CAO; Office of the City
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Solicitor; Windsor Police Services; Office of the City Clerk; Licensing; Planning
Department and the W-E County Health Unit. The purpose of the meeting was to
provide city staff with information regarding the process that the Province will be using
to consult with municipalities and the public in site selection throughout Ontario.
Provincial officials also shared details regarding the model that will be used in the
management and operation of the store along with preliminary details regarding the
floor area of the store and need for compliance with local zoning by-laws.

Discussion:
The Province of Ontario stated its intent to
“...consult closely with municipalities, indigenous communities and stakeholders to
determine additional details about the retail and distribution system, which will ensure a
safe and sensible approach to this new marketplace.
This approach will support Ontario’s priorities of protecting youth and vulnerable
populations, focusing on public health and safety, promoting prevention and harm
reduction, and eliminating the illegal market.”
This report discusses known details of proposed retail, distribution system, and
prevention as we continue to work with LCBO and its subsidiary Ontario Cannabis
Retail Corporation (OCRC).




Recreational Cannabis Retail Store Operations
Site Location
Public Notices and Municipal Consultation

Recreational Cannabis Retail Store Operations
Beginning in July 2018, recreational cannabis products (fresh and dried cannabis,
seeds, seedlings, oils) will be available in store under strict retailing standards and
online by delivering securely and safely across the province.
The proposed recreational cannabis store will be a leased standalone store of
approximately 232 sq.m. (2500 sq.ft.) Cannabis will not be sold in the same store as
alcohol. Medicinal cannabis will not be distributed in retail stores. Only trained and
educated staff will provide service in the retail stores and there will be no self service
option. Product types and formats will meet federal government’s regulations.
The staff will check identification and educate customers on responsible and safe use of
the products.
Ontario is proposing to set the minimum age to purchase recreational cannabis at 19
years of age, the same as alcohol and tobacco. This minimum age would also apply to
possession and use.
To protect the health and well-being of everyone in Ontario, restrictions were proposed
on where recreational cannabis consumption can take place. These restrictions will limit
exposure to second-second smoke and vapour. Accordingly, the province has advised
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that the use recreational cannabis will be restricted to private residences and will not be
allowed in any public place, workplace or motorized vehicles.
For the online sales, delivery safeguards are similar to online alcohol sales and include:
identification checks; signatures upon delivery; no packages left unattended at the door.

Site Location
At this time there is no information about the future location of the stand alone store in
Windsor. Given the short time frame that the Province is working within, they have
indicated that they will select a site that already permits a retail store under the local
zoning by-law. Furthermore, they have indicated that they will be seeking an existing
space to lease and new construction will not be required.
Provincial officials indicated during the meeting of November 27, 2017, that they have
retained a planner and a real estate agent to assist with the site selection.
Administration has agreed to a request made by the Province and will provide a map
that contains information which includes:






Lands that are currently zoned to allow for a 232sqm. retail store
Transit Windsor bus routes
Location of all elementary and secondary schools
Location of all city parks
Location of all addiction treatment facilities, mental health facilities and
emergency housing/shelters

The province has indicated that they intend to work with municipal departments and
local agencies to identify a proposed location for the retail store in Windsor.
Public Notices and Consultation
Once a prospective store site has been identified by the LCBO, a notice will be posted
on a provincial website notice will be posted online and at the actual building location to
let the public know that a space has been selected for a proposed storefront.
A dedicated website managed by LCBO/OCRC will include information on measures
being taken to create a responsible point of sale. Before any decisions are made, there
will be an opportunity for the public to ask questions and provide feedback on the
proposed location.
The responsibility of the site selection process and consultation process rests
exclusively with the provincial officials.

Risk Analysis:
If Administration does not to provide feedback to provincial officials and their
consultants concerning potential sites that are in close proximity to sensitive land uses
(for example, schools, addiction treatment facilities, emergency shelters, city parks),
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there is a moderate risk that the prospective cannabis retail store could potentially lead
to conflicts with those uses.

Financial Matters:
There is no cost to the Corporation.

Consultations:
Office of the CAO, Office of the City Solicitor, Office of the City Clerk, Windsor Police
Services, Licensing, Planning & Building Department, Social Services, Windsor-Essex
County Health Unit.

Conclusion:
The prospective retail cannabis store location within Windsor will be identified based on
municipal input and a real estate search being lead by the consultants retained by the
province. Siting for cannabis retail store will adhere to the City’s Zoning By-law 8600.
The municipality will support Ontario government in the site selection process by way of
a map identifying a number of sensitive sites within the City. The LCBO/OCRC will be
exclusively responsible for establishing a process to notifying the public and ultimately
selecting the location of the retail store in Windsor.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name
Thom Hunt
Shelby Askin Hagar
Onorio Colucci

Title
City Planner
City Solicitor
Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name
Address
David Lobo, Senior Policy
advisor, Cannabis Retail and
Distribution Policy Unit
Ministry of Finance
Dave Hannam, BRP, MCIP, 318 Wellington Road
RPP, Senior Planner
London, ON N6C 4P4
Zelinka Priamo Ltd

Email
David.Lobo@ontario.ca

Dave.h@zpplan.com

Appendices: N/A
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Item No. 8.1
Council Report: C 227/2017

Subject: Status of the Corporation's Participation in Paid and Unpaid
Student and Work Placement Agency Programs in 2016.
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Vincenza Mihalo
Executive Director, Human Resources
vmihalo@citywindsor.ca
(519)255-6515, ext. 6259
Shelley Maxwell
Human Resources Business Partner
smaxwell@citywindsor.ca
(519)255-6515, ext. 6870
Human Resources
Report Date: 11/29/2017
Clerk’s File #: AS/7869
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
That City Council RECEIVE FOR INFORMATION the report of the Human Resources
Department dated November 3, 2017 titled “Status of the Corporation’s participation in
Unpaid and Paid Student and Work Placement Agency Programs in 2016”; and,
That City Council DIRECT the Human Resources Department to report annually to City
Council the Corporation’s participation in Unpaid and Paid Student and Work Placement
Agency Programs.

Executive Summary:
N/A
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Background:
Administration strives to uphold our Corporate responsibility to all members of the local
community by supporting our students, youth, the unemployed and under employed and
in particular the members of these groups who face added obstacles, in gaining the
skills, work experience and abilities they need to live productive lives, make successful
transitions to the work place and to thrive in the local community.
The intent of this report is to provide City Council with information as it relates to the
Corporation’s participation in Student and Work Placement Agency Programs for 2016.
As City Council will note, with 405 unpaid and paid placements in 2016, we remain on
par with prior years in assisting the community to obtain valuable work experience
within the City of Windsor’s extensive municipal work environment.
Authority for the Corporation’s participation in Student & Work Placement Agency
Programs is delegated to the Chief Administrative Officer through CR 467/2008,
Appendix A By-law 206-2008, Section 1.37 Student & Youth Employment Opportunities
Programs and by CR530/2006 and By-law 206-2008, Section 1.27 Work Placement
Program Initiatives with accredited educational institutions and approved agencies that
service disadvantaged underemployed or disabled populations.
The Chief Administrative Officer through the Human Resources Department is
committed to providing City Council with annual reports summarizing the Corporation’s
participation in Student/Youth & Work Placement Agency Programs.
With the joint cooperation of our Unions and Associations, the Corporation’s
participation in unpaid programs has continued to increase despite a major decline in
2010 following the 2009 labour strike. Appendix B outlines the Participation in these
programs by year.

Discussion:
3.1

UNPAID PROGRAMS

In partnership with School Boards, Universities and Community Colleges accredited by
the Ontario Ministry of Education and approved training organizations (Community based), the Human Resources Department has effectively coordinated the placement of
unpaid students and other work placement agency participants throughout the
Corporation’s diverse work environments since at least 1993.
Unpaid placements vary in length depending on the agency the participant is affiliated
with. However, student placements do not last more than one (1) school term and other
training organization participants are normally not placed for periods longer than 6
months.
The Corporation’s participation in Unpaid Student & Work Placement Agency Programs
in general is governed by CAO2919. Depending on the type of program, additional
Delegation of Authority approval may be required for participation. Unpaid placements
are not included in the Collective Agreements between the Corporation and its union
groups. Therefore, union concurrence is required for participation in these programs
within the unionized work environment through Memorandum of Agreements (MOA).
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Further, individual Memorandums of Understanding/Agreement exist between the
Corporation and various accredited Educational Institutions and approved training
organizations to illustrate the terms of the Corporation’s participation in these programs.
For the purposes of the Corporation’s participation in 2016, Unpaid Student/Work
Placement Agency Programs are largely broken down into 5 groupings. Appendix C
provides an overview of the Unpaid programs:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Student Work Experience Programs
Training Organization Programs
International Learning
Job Shadowing Programs
Mayor’s Youth Leadership Team

Total Unpaid Work Placement Agency Participants:
The total number of unpaid student and work placement agency participants placed
throughout the Corporation in 2016 totaled 215. A breakdown of the number of unpaid
placements by institution/agency per union for 2016 is attached hereto as Appendix “A”.
3.2

PAID PROGRAMS

Paid placements vary in length depending on the placement/program the participant is
affiliated with. Paid placements are either included in the Collective Agreements
between the Corporation and its union groups or a Delegation of Authority approval
exists with required union concurrence through Memorandum of Agreements (MOA) for
participation. Typically, Students & Work Placement Agency participants employed by
the Corporation are paid in accordance with the CUPE Local 543 & 82; student rate of
$16.17 per hour (2016 rate). In the interest of fairness, paid participants in the NonUnion and WPFFA also typically receive this hourly rate. However, in some instances,
the wage rate is dictated by individual program rules and differs from the corporate
student rate depending on the program the participant is affiliated with.
In each of the paid placements, authority through the CAO’s DOA is obtained to
participate in the programs and provides authorization to proceed with the appropri ate
MOA’s. Funding for all placements is the responsibility of the individual departments
and is generally made possible where budgetary funds are available or through any
wage gapping available.
The Corporation’s 2016 participation in paid programming wherein participants were
temporarily employed by the Corporation and compensated for their labour is broken
down with Appendix C providing an overview of the following programs:
a. Post Secondary - Co-operative Education/Internship
b. City of Windsor - Summer Student Lottery Program
c. Ministry of Education - Focus on Youth (delivered by the Greater Essex County
District School Board)
d. Service Canada – Department of Canadian Heritage - Young Canada Works In
Heritage Organizations (delivered by Canadian Museum’s Association)
e. Service Canada’s - Government of Canada - Canada Summer Jobs
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f. Grants Ontario – Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport - Summer Experience
Program
g. Community Living – Employment Services for people with intellectual disabilities
funded in part by Service Canada’s – Opportunities Fund (delivered by the
Ontario March of Dimes)
h. Assisted Living Southwestern Ontario – Employment Services for Persons with
Physical Disabilities of Windsor and Essex County
i. St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology - Horticulture Technician –
Landscape Program
j. City of Windsor - Sculpture Park Maintenance Project
k. City of Windsor - St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology - Award of
Academic Excellence
l. City of Windsor - McKenzie Hall - Friends of the Court – Scholarship Program
Total Paid Program Participants
In 2016, the total number of paid program participants employed by the Corporation
totaled 190 with a total of $87,316.19 in grants/subsidies. A breakdown of the number
of paid placements by student/youth program per union in 2016 is attached hereto as
Appendix “A”.
The number of paid placements that the City is able to provide is dependent on whether
or not a particular department has available budget dollars, either through gapping or
temporary staffing to accommodate such a placement.
The Corporation’s success with participation in Student and Work Placement Agency
Programs continues. In keeping with the Corporation’s Community Strategic Plan to
develop appropriate partnerships with the public, private, and not for profit sector to
encourage development of a skilled and adaptable workforce by encouraging increased
partnership between industry, educational institutions, and Community –based training
organizations; the Corporation should embrace such partnerships to sustain a
cooperative, healthy & vibrant community.
Further, the Corporation is experiencing high turnover due to an increase in the number
of retirements over recent years. This turnover is expected to continue over the next
several years and as a result we must continue to enhance our Succession planning
strategies to reduce any negative effects. Participation in Student and Work Placement
Agency programs not only transfers knowledge from our aging workforce to the youth
(current/future workforce) in our local community but helps to build supervisory
skills/abilities in our current employees including, providing an opportunity to develop
the required qualities to assume key leadership positions within the organization.
Historically, there has been a significant gap between the proportions of disabled people
employed in our paid programs compared with the non disabled population. Initiatives
in recent years for the employment of persons with disabilities have reduced this gap.
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Risk Analysis:
Cross-Corporate Impact Risks/Resource Risks:
The low possibility exists that a student or other training participant or a disabled
participant could undergo a workplace injury while on placement with the Corporation.
It is mutually understood that the Corporation of the City of Windsor is typically liable for
any Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB) costs (if incurred) for any person
employed/paid under Student and Work Placement Agency Programs.
Conversely, the Corporation of the City of Windsor is typically not liable for WSIB costs
for any “student” on an unpaid placement with the Corporation. WSIB and coverage
against personal injury or death arising from activities at the Corporation is provided by
the Ontario Government for students compelled to participate as a requirement of their
field of study/educational requirements and WSIB costs (if incurred) for persons
participating in Community –based training programs are typically provided by the Work
Placement Agency the participant is affiliated with.
On the contrary, in very rare circumstances, participation on a voluntary basis (such as
University of Windsor – Volunteer Internship Program) is not eligible for WSIB benefit
coverage through the Ontario Government - Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities. In this instance the University informs participating students that they are
not covered under or eligible for Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)
insurance in the event of a workplace injury.
In all cases an investigation is completed by the Human Resources Department to
understand exactly what responsibility the Corporation has surrounding WSIB coverage
before any commitment to the placement is made. As always, necessary agreements
are executed with agencies and participants to address all WSIB and Liability issues
prior to the commencement of placements. Any such agreements are reviewed and
approved by Legal, Risk Management and Financial Services prior to circulation with
outside agencies.
The low risk remains that participants could delete significant information or damage
costly corporate equipment (vehicles).
Community Impact Risks:
The benefits to participants who are students and/or vulnerable members of the local
community are immeasurable as outlined in various sections of this report. Should the
Corporation choose not to participate in these initiatives, local placements would be
limited and hundreds of annual work placement opportunities would be lost.
Furthermore, it would negatively impact our relationships with the various community
partners e.g., university, college, school boards, community agencies.
Timing Risks:
No Risks assessed in relation to Timing.
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Other Risks:
No other Risks Assessed.
Mitigating measures:
The majority of Student and Work Placement Agency participants will be accompanied
by a trained professional and/or corporate employee in the initial stages, if not the
duration of their work placement period.
Further, any student or other work placement agency participant accepted for
placements (paid or unpaid) by the Corporation is required to complete a mandatory
Corporate Employee Safety Orientation tailored to the duties they will be performing
prior to commencing placements in their respective work locations.
Should it be determined that a fully licensed participant will need to operate a vehicle at
any time during the course of their placement with the Corporation, a mandatory
Commercial Defensive Driving workshop is added to their Corporate Health & Safety
Training Program at the onset.
Appropriate precautions have been put into practice for the health and safety of the
participants and the workplace, for example, those participants holding a valid and
lawful Ontario Class “G” or “G2” driver’s license who may be required to operate a city
vehicle as part of their duties are required to provide an up-to-date Driver’s
Record/Abstract prior to commencing their placement with the Corporation.

Financial Matters:
Typically, students employed by the Corporation are paid in accordance with Student
Salary Schedules as outlined in the applicable Union Collective Agreements. The 2016
student hourly rate of pay as per the CUPE Local 543 and 82 Collective Agreements
was $16.17 per hour. In the interest of fairness, paid students in the Non-Union and
WPFFA typically receive the Corporate Student hourly rate depending on the rules
governing individual programs. In general, persons participating in work experience
placement via Community - based Training organizations also receive the corporate
student hourly rate.
The various paid Student/Youth and Work Placement Agency programs range from
partial to full funding through Government subsidies to cover the cost of wages.
Departments employing participants are responsible for any costs associated with
participation through respective departmental budgets including any training, equipment
or special preparation that is required to perform the activity. Mandatory Employer
Related Costs (MERC’s) associated with the hiring of participants is also a departmental
budget responsibility of participating departments. MERC’s which rounds to 14% of the
employee’s gross wages, includes: Employment Insurance premiums, Canada Pension
Plan contributions, Vacation pay, Employer Health Tax and Employment Insurance
Benefits.
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On December 21, 2015 via the 2016 budget deliberations, Windsor City Council
approved the allocation of $150,000 one-time funding from the Budget Stabilization
Reserve Fund (BSR) for Work Placement Program Initiatives that serve the disabled
populations for 2016.
As a result of this council approved funding, the City of Windsor, in partnership with our
unions/associations and external educational institutions, government agencies and
community based training organizations has been able to offer employment
opportunities giving a total of 8 individuals the opportunity to participate in work
placements in Operations – Maintenance; Parks and Recreation, and Windsor Fire &
Rescue departments.

Consultations:
Dan Iatonna, Manager, Employment Services
Shelley Maxwell, Human Resources Business Partner
Nicole El-Chammas, (T) Recruitment Assistant/Snow Angels Volunteer Coordinator

Conclusion:
The 2016 placements are described in this report. The 2017 placements will be reported
in 2018.
For the benefit of Windsor, administration will continue to participate in Unpaid and Paid
Student & Work Placement Programs Initiatives that service youth, disadvantaged,
underemployed and disabled populations and will seek Chief Administrative Officer
approval and union concurrence for participation where required. The Human
Resources Department will keep Windsor City Council apprised of the status of our
participation in these important programs.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Vincenza Mihalo

Executive Director, Human Resources

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer & City Treasurer

Valerie Critchley

City Clerk & License Commissioner –
Corporate Lead – Public Engagement &
Human Services

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer
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Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
1
2
3
4

Appendix A - 2016 Unpaid/Paid Student & Work Placement Agency Participants
Appendix B - Number of Student and Work Placement Agency Participants by Year
Appendix C - 2016 Unpaid Student/Work Placement Agency Programs Groupings
Appendix D - 2016 Paid Student/Work Placement Agency Programs Groupings
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Appendix A - The Corporation of the City of Windsor - 2016 Unpaid/Paid Student & Work Placement Agency Participants
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

a)

UNPAID PROGRAMS
Algonquin College - Internship
Greater Essex County District School Board (GECDSB) – Co-op
Windsor Essex Catholic District School Board (WEDSB) – Co-op
St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology – Various Internship Programs
University of Windsor – Various Internship Programs
Women’s Enterprise Skills Training Inc. (W.E.S.T.)
International Learning
Take Your Kids to Work Day – Job Shadowing Program
Mayor’s Youth Leadership Team
TOTAL:

NU
0
0
1
7
7
3
2
11
46
77

L543
1
3
2
41
32
0
0
25
0
104

L82
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
9

WPFFA
0
3
5
0
0
1
0
13
0
22

TW
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
3

TOTAL
1
6
8
48
40
4
2
60
46
215

PAID PROGRAMS
Law Society – Articling Student
University of Waterloo – Co-operative Education
University of Windsor – Co-operative Education
University of Windsor - Master Arts
Western University – Co-operative Education
Sir Sanford Fleming College - Co-operative Education
City of Windsor - Summer Student Lottery
Ministry of Education - Focus on Youth
Service Canada - Young Canada Works – Heritage Organizations
***Service Canada - Canada Summer Jobs
Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport – Summer Experience Program
Community Living – Employment Services
Assisted Living Southwestern Ontario – Employment Services
St. Clair College – Landscape Technician Program
City of Windsor - Sculpture Park Maintnenance Project
City of Windsor - St. Clair College - Award of Academic Excellence

NU
1
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L543
0
4
14
0
1
1
14
9
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

L82
0
0
0
0
0
0
111
0
0
0
0
6
1
8
6
0

WPFFA
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

TW
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL
1
4
18
2
1
1
126
9
2
1
1
7
1
8
6
1

0
7

0
48

1
133

0
2

0
0

1
190

84

152

142

24

3

405

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l) City of Windsor - McKenzie Hall - Friends of the Court - Scholarship Program
TOTAL:
TOTAL UNPAID AND PAID PLACEMENTS

AGENCIES
Service Canada's - Opportunities Fund (Placement of Community Living clients)
Ministry of Education - GECDSB - Focus on Youth
Grants Ontario - Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport - Summer Experience Program
Service Canada's - Department of Canadian Heritage - Young Canada Works
***Service Canada's - Canada Summer Jobs (includes transfer of (10) eligible students hired
through various programs - Lottery, Co-op and St. Clair Landscape Tech. Program)
University of Windsor - Master Arts (Political Science)
City of Windsor - Friends of the Court - Scholarship Program

SUBSIDY AVAILABLE
Up to maximum of 60% of wages per approved training period
Fully funded by Ministry of Education
Fully funded by Grants Ontario
Up to maximum of 75% of total cost of wages
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$17,758.00
$10,000.00
$5,000.00

50% of the Adult Minimum Wage for approved claim period
$5,000.00 per intern
Fully funded by McKenzie Hall Friends of the Court

Note: Windsor Public Library Placement have not been included. COUNCIL AGENDA - December 18, 2017

TOTAL
$8,193.44
$28,728.00
$2,875.00
$14,761.75

Total:

$87,316.19

Number of Student and Work Placement Agency Participants by Year

The table below demonstrates the total number of Student and Work Placement Agency
participants hosted by the Corporation since 2004.
Year

Number of Unpaid
Placements Corporate
Wide

Number of Paid Placements
Corporate Wide

2004

257

184

2005

174

208

2006

184

212

2007

192

202

2008

293

204

2009

152

131

2010

65

169

2011

89

159

2012

103

155

2013

120

151

2014

214

170

2015

157

178

* 2016

215

190

* First year Transit Windsor started to Participate and were captured in our numbers.
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2016 Unpaid Student/Work Placement Agency Programs Groupings
a)

Student Work Experience Programs
Student Work Experience Programs are unpaid post secondary school
internships and secondary school co-operative education placements. These
programs are a combined effort between post-secondary institutions, school
boards and the community to provide participating students with learning
experience outside of the classroom in the world of work. Participating students
are placed in work situations to assist with day-to-day operations and special
projects, which compliment specific in-school learning experiences. Students
participate in these programs as a requirement of their field of study and receive
course credits towards diplomas/degrees for their participation and successful
completion of these placements. The total number of unpaid Student Work
Experience across the Corporation in 2016 totaled 103.

b)

Training Organization Programs
Unpaid Training Organization placements occur via approved agencies and are
typically Community – based. These programs assist our local underemployed
and unemployed in gaining work experience in their chosen field. Further, these
unpaid placements provide valuable training and improve employability for
disadvantaged persons who may be members of visible minority groups or
persons with disabilities.

c)

International Learning
In 2016, the Corporation hosted 2 unpaid international training program
participants, from our Twin Cities of Mannheim Germany with the Environmental
Services division of Public Works - Operations and a visitor of Gunsan, South
Korea who spent time with both Finance (Accounting) and with Recreation &
Culture.
These international placements provide official support for participants to attend
a reciprocal learning experience offering exposure to the Canadian Municipal
Government workplace in an effort to broaden mutual understanding and
strengthen closer cooperation with our twin cities. The Corporation’s
participation in these “international” placement programs is geared toward job
shadowing and/or research and information sharing and has resulted in
professional development opportunities for our participants. Time frames for
these international placements have been from 1 month up-to 18 months
depending on the agreement made prior to the participants attendance.
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d)

Job Shadowing Programs – (Approved by CAO3684)
For over 20 years, the Corporation has annually participated in the Learning
Partnership “Take Our Kids to Work Day” event. This event gives our employees
an opportunity to host eligible grade 9 students for a 1 day Job Shadow
experience. The intent of this program is to provide participating students an
initial understanding and appreciation for the skills required to succeed in the
world of work. In 2016, the Corporation hosted 60 participants through this
program across corporate departments.

e)

Mayor’s Youth Leadership Team
a) 2016, this first-ever initiative has inspired, educated and empowered youth
In
leaders (ages 15 – 24 years) from the Windsor Community. These youth
participated on behalf of the Mayor and the City of Windsor in welcoming
thousands of visitors from around the world, beginning with the 13th FINA World
Swimming Championships (25m). The goal of this program is empowerment.
Up to 46 members of Mayor’s Youth Leadership Team (MYLT) met bi-weekly for
training sessions in hospitality and tourism, goal setting, volunteerism, and
customer service.
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2016 Paid Student/Work Placement Agency Programs Groupings
a)

Post Secondary - Co-operative Education/Internship
Co-op (Governed by the
Collective Agreements or
Approved by CAO)








University of Windsor Master of Arts Political
Science Internship
(Approved by CAO3373):





Co-op provides students with a wellrounded education that is found both in
academic theory and real world
application.
Students hired through co-op programs
assist with special projects during peak
periods and are studying in specialized
fields, such as: Urban Planning,
Engineering (Civil) or Environmental
Studies.
In 2016, a total of 24 students were
placed in the Parks, Planning,
Engineering and Environmental
Services – Pollution Control
Departments and were paid $16.17 per
hour.
Typically, there is no subsidy available
for participation with co-op placements.
The Political Science Graduate Student
Internship Program provides select
students an opportunity to apply and
complete paid internship as a
component of their degree. The
successful students are placed with a
suitable employer in a policy/research
position for an average of 25 hours over
a 6 month period (May to
October/November).
In 2016, the Corporation sponsored 2
students through the Master Arts (MA) –
Political Science Internship program to
assist with special project support and
policy development in the Human
Resources and Council Services
Departments. The 2016, MA Intern
student were each paid a total of
$10,000 by the University. Participating
departments were responsible to
reimburse $5,000 of that amount to the
University.
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Law
Society
of
Upper
Canada - Articling Student






Articling students provide valuable legal
services at a very competitive rate.
Hiring an Articling student is beneficial
to the City Legal Services Department
as it assists municipal legal counsel with
research and drafting required by-laws
thus freeing up time to concentrate on
higher priority work. The Legal Services
Department employed 1 articling student
in 2016.
In accordance with the provisions of the
Pay Equity Act, the Corporation’s
established Articling Student rate is
NU03 Step 2 for 2016 with a bi-weekly
rate of $1,404.06. There is no subsidy
available for hiring under this program.

Note: The wage rate and rules governing paid Internship programs vary and are
unique.

b)

Summer Student Lottery Program (Governed by the Union Collective
Agreements) Except in the case of Windsor Fire and Rescue where a
Memorandum of Agreement is in place governing participation).





c)

Post–secondary students hired through the Summer Student Lottery
Program satisfy corporate departments who require additional assistance
with general labourer type positions during the summer months.
Students employed under this program assist in the maintenance of safe
areas for taxpayers including sidewalk and roadway repair, sign
installation and road markings. The majority of students hired through the
Student Lottery assist in fulfilling contractual obligations and plays a major
role in environmental improvement by performing maintenance in all
municipal parks and facilities during the summer months.
In 2016, the Corporation hired 126 students through this program. As per
applicable provisions of the Collective Agreements, these students were
paid the student rate of $16.17 per hour.

Focus on Youth – Ministry of Education – delivered by Greater Essex
County District School Board (GECDSB)(Approved by CAO3342)




The Focus on Youth (FOY) offers secondary school students summer job
experience through hosting activities for children and engaging them in a
safe and supportive Day Camp environment.
In 2016, the Recreation & Culture Department, in partnership with
GECDSB employed 9 students in the Recreation and Culture department.
The FOY is fully subsidized by the Ministry of Education. Program
participants were employed for 8 weeks during the months of July and
August. Under the terms of the FOY, youth participants work no more
than thirty-five hours per week and receive the Ontario adult minimum
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d)

Government of Canada – Department of Canadian Heritage - Young
Canada Works In Heritage Organizations delivered by Canadian Museum
Association (YCW-HO) (Approved by CAO3555)





e)

YCW-HO is a federal program that provides funds to Heritage
Organizations to hire students for summer projects. The YCW-HO
Program is a job creation program under the Government of Canada’s,
Youth Employment Strategy that aims to provide summer work
experience students can build on.
The Corporation successfully participated in the 2016 YCW-HO,
employing 2 summer students in the Cultural Affairs Department who
were paid the student rate of $16.17 per hour.
The Corporation received a total of $14,761.76 in subsidy for participation
in 2016 YCW-HO.

Service Canada’s - Canada Summer Jobs (CSJ) (Approved by CAO3414)






f)

wage ($11.40 per hour – summer 2016) paid directly by the GECDSB. In
addition, the Government of Ontario covered the Mandatory Employment
Related Costs and proper insurance coverage for all participants
employed under the program.
Without the Ministry of Education funding the estimated cost to the
Corporation for employing youth under this program in 2016 would have
been approximately $28,728.00.

CSJ is a Government of Canada initiative that provides funding to help
employers create summer job opportunities for students. The program
provides secondary and post-secondary students the opportunity to
acquire skills, gain valuable work experience and help finance their return
to school.
For 2016, the Corporation received $17,758.00 in wage subsidy for the
transfer of 10 eligible students from various programs such as St. Clair
College – Landscape Technician, Summer Student Lottery Program and
Co-operative Education Programs to CSJ. One (1) student was hired
solely based on the CSJ.
Students employed through CSJ were paid the student rate of $16.17 per
hour. The Corporation received reimbursement at a rate of $5.70 per hour
(50% of the Adult minimum wage rate) for an approved funding period.

Grants Ontario – Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport - Summer
Experience Program (SEP)(Approved by CAO3384)
SEP is a Government of Ontario program which provides funding to
create meaningful summer employment opportunities for students.
 The goal of the SEP is to provide supervised work experience for
students in summer positions which develop skills that are career related
and transferable to the Tourism, Culture and/or Sport labour market.
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g)

Community Living – Employment Services (Approved by CAO3135)
(Funded in part by Service Canada’s - Opportunities Fund) (Approved by
CAO3140)









h)

SEP placements are extremely limited.
The Human Resources
Department was success in securing 1 SEP placement in the Recreation
& Culture Department at Oakwood Community Centre in 2016.
The student employed through SEP received the student rate of $16.17
per hour.
The Corporation received subsidy in the amount of $2,875.00 fully
funding the cost of employing the student under this program.

The Corporation was referred to the Opportunities Fund (delivered by the
Ontario March of Dimes) by the Community Living Windsor – Employment
Service Programming.
In an effort to find sustainable employment for persons with disabilities,
Service Canada’s - Opportunities Fund offers financial assistance through
the provision of wage subsidy to qualified organizations for employing
eligible participants who they may not have otherwise employed.
The criteria set out by Service Canada to assess applications for funding
is based on regional and local priorities, community needs, program
terms & conditions, and available funding.
As per the rules governing the program, employers accepting Community
Living – Employment Services participants for paid work experience must
pay participants at least the provincial adult minimum wage of $11.40 per
hour in 2016.
As per Corporate practice, any participant employed by the Corporation
under this and other similar programs receive the corporate student rate
$16.17 (2016 rate).
In partnership with Community Living – Windsor and Community Living
Essex with the agreement of C.U.P.E Local 82 and W.P.F.F.A., the
Windsor Fire & Rescue Services, Parks and Recreation Departments
employed 7 referred clients of Community Living – Windsor on a
temporary basis in 2016. A total of $8,193.44 was received from Service
Canada – Opportunities Fund to cover the training cost associated with
the employment of these 7 individuals in 2016.

Assisted Living Southwestern Ontario (ALSO) – Employment Services
(Approved by CAO3742)
 The Mission of ALSO is to provide services for adults with physical
disabilities that ensure they are able to live, work and play in the
community with choice, opportunities, and the confidence of full
citizenship. As such the Employment Services division of ALSO works
with local employers to promote the employment of people with physical
disabilities.
 The Operations – Maintenance department was pleased to employ 1
client of ALSO for a temporary part-time employment opportunity in 2016.
 Our participant of ALSO received the wage rate of $16.17 per hour.
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i)

On March 23, 2017 the City of Windsor – Human Resources Department
received plaque recognition from ALSO in conjunction with the Windsor
Essex Employment Group – We are Able project funded by the Ontario
Trillium Foundation for being a leader in diversification of workforce as a
an all inclusive employer in 2016.

St. Clair College - Horticulture Technician – Landscape Program (Approved
by CAO3341)
The goal of the St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology Horticulture Technician - Landscape Program is to provide the education
and experience required for its graduates to excel in the areas of
landscape design, construction and grounds maintenance.
 There are significant benefits in employing students under this program
as it provides a high caliber of formally trained students who will bring a
fresh perspective with expertise in the areas of landscape/horticulture.
 Like many areas, the Corporation is expecting a large turnover rate in this
area of expertise within the next few years. The hiring of Horticultural
students provides these students with hands on experience of the work
performed by the Corporation in the hopes that they will apply to work for
the Corporation when a position is vacated. Illustrating to the community
and to the students the type of work performed by the Corporation will
assist with our Succession Planning efforts.
 8 individuals were employed through this program during the 2016
summer student employment period.
City of Windsor - Sculpture Park Maintenance Project (Approved by
CAO3411)


j)







Students employed under the Windsor Sculpture Park – Conservation
and Maintenance Project assisted in the undertaking of stripping, washing
and waxing of the sculpture pieces.
It is essential that the integrity of the Sculpture Park collection be
maintained. To this end, the students selected to work on this project
were enrolled in Ontario college/university conservation programs in an
effort to ensure they had an understanding of the most up to date
materials, techniques and expertise/detail required to execute this
maintenance project successfully.
6 students were empoyed through this program in 2016 who received the
Corporate student rate of $16.17 per hour.
There is no subsidy available for the employment of students under this
program.
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k)

City of Windsor - St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology - Award of
Academic Excellence (Approved by CAO3403)






l)

From 2000 to 2009 this program employed up to (2) two students
annually selected by the College based on high level of academic
achievement in the Civil Engineering Technology Program.
Through proper approvals, this Award was resurrected in 2016,
employing 1 student in the Field Services Division during the summer
work term.
Participants employed under this program receive the Corporate student
rate ($16.17 per hour – 2016 rate) while assisting municipal staff
members in the Operations Department with the undertaking of surveys,
layouts of proposed road projects, camera inspections of sewers and site
inspections of ongoing sewer /road projects.
There is no subsidy available for the employment of students under this
program.

City of Windsor – MacKenzie Hall - Friends of the Court – Student
Employment – Scholarship Program (Approved by CAO #3329)








The MacKenzie Hall - Friends of the Court – Student Employment –
Scholarship Program in cooperation with St. Clair College of Applied Arts
& Technology and MacKenzie Hall – Friends of the Court was established
in 2016.
This academic award is in the form of 1 temporary student employment
opportunity by St. Clair College of Applied Arts & Technology at the
grounds of MacKenzie Hall under the direction of the City of Windsor’s –
Manager of Horticulture.
As agreed by the involved parties (College, C.U.P.E. Local 82, Parks
Department and The Friends of the Court) the hourly rate paid to the
student by the College was $16.17 per hour which is the Corporation’s
student rate as outlined in our Union Collective Agreements.
The Friends of the Court Volunteer Committee raised the funds required
to reimbuse the college for the full cost of wages associated with this
scholarship. The cost of the Corporation’s involvement in this initiative
was in-kind contribution of equipment use and supplies sand costs
associated with supervision/mentoring provided by staff of the Parks
Department. In addition, the Corporate Marketing & Communications
Officer dedicated time to work with The Friends of the Court to secure
sponsors who will become recognized scholarship supporters.
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Item No. 8.2
Council Report: C 223/2017

Subject: Tender No. 100-17 - New Windsor Public Library - John Muir
Branch Library - General Contractor Results
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Joseph Dattilo
Project Administrator
519-255-6100 ext 6825
jdattilo@citywindsor.ca
Development, Projects & Right-of-Way
Report Date: 11/27/2017
Clerk’s File #: ML/13016
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
I. THAT the following low Tender No. 100-17 for general contracting services for the
proposed John Muir Branch/Sandwich Library Project BE ACCEPTED:
TENDERER:

Intrepid General Limited

TENDER NO.:

100-17

NEGOTIATED TENDER PRICE: $4,392,429.76

including

Provisional

Tower (plus applicable taxes)
ACCOUNT CHARGED:

007-5410-7P01-02942-7159013

AND THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to sign
a contract with Intrepid General Limited, satisfactory in form to the City Solicitor, in
financial content to the City Treasurer and in technical content to the City Engineer;
and
II. THAT Council APPROVE the following funding sources to address the $2,964,855
additional funding requirement:
a. Pre-commitment of $1,913,795 identified in the 2018 - 6 year capital
budget for the Sandwich Library Project ID ENG-003-18
b. $523,578 from the remaining placeholder for the Multi Storey Parking
Garage
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c. $498,482 from the current funding for Budimir library Project ID#7159011
d. $29,000 in surplus funds from the WPL Riverside Roof Replacement
Project ID#7151022
III. THAT Council APPROVE a placeholder of $500,000 in 2018 6 year Capital
Budget, identified in 2022, for Budimir Library to replace the funding allocated
out of the current project funding to address the immediate needs for the
Sandwich Library project

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
At its meeting of August 24, 2015, City Council approved the revitalization of the Library
system through a series of projects by CR 160/2015 which states in part:
I.

That City Council APPROVE the following elements of the Windsor Public Library
Facilities Plan:
c) Renovations to the former Sandwich Fire Hall for the purposes of creating a
new Sandwich Library Branch; and

Furthermore, CR 160/2015 states that:
II.

That the projects listed in recommendation I above be undertaken as follows:
a) Construction of the addition to Optimist Community Centre and the
renovations to the Sandwich Fire Hall to be completed first; and
b) Concurrent with item II(a) above, completion of the architectural plans for an
expansion to Budimir Library of approximately 6,000 square feet, such plans
to be brought back to the WPL Board in order that a final decision with
respect to the construction of the proposed addition can be considered once
the renovations to the Sandwich Fire Hall as set out in clause II(a) above are
complete and the issue of the location of a new branch in South Windsor as
contemplated in item I (d) has been considered.

At its meeting of June 14, 2016 the Windsor Public Library (WPL) Board placed the
Budimir Library Addition project on hold until such time as the actual construction
tenders for the Sandwich and Optimist projects were confirmed in order to determine
whether any surplus funds could be allocated to Budimir as the budget would be
exceeded.
Consultant, Studio g+G Inc. was retained mid 2016 (Request for Proposal No. 51-16) to
provide consulting services, and undertake the detailed design for the proposed
construction works at the new Sandwich Library Branch site.
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The new Sandwich Library Branch was renamed the John Muir Branch Library,
dedicated to the late John Muir on July 31, 2016.
Prequalification No. 181-16 for general contracting services for the new John Muir
Public Library was issued November 26, 2016 and closed on December 21, 2016
resulting in four (4) prequalified proponents.
Request for Tender (‘RFT’) No. 100-17 for general contracting services was made
available to the prequalified proponents on Thursday, September 26, 2017 and closed
on Friday November 3rd, 2017.

Discussion:
Unlike other new construction projects, the new John Muir Public Library project
encountered many design related challenges. These are as follows:














Existing building condition and associated unknowns including space/layout
design limitations and newer AODA requirements.
Heritage designated main and stable buildings requiring detailed Heritage
Building Surveys
Several Designated Substances throughout both existing heritage buildings.
Poor soils of low bearing capacity resulting in additional structural requirements
and shoring/bracing.
“Soils of Concern – nonhazardous” requires removal of excess soils to an
approved landfill, capping and Soil Management Plan coordination.
Archeological potential requiring trenching
Ontario Building Code challenge between new and existing works
Scope Change increase in additional square footage due to space needs and
function which included the existing stable building and a new building addition
link that includes a basement for Mechanical & Electrical.
Existing footing repairs
Species at Risk habitat potential
New Tower with additional structural requirements
Elevator that requires deep footing in poor soil with underpinning/shoring of
existing building.

Further, in order to meet functional space requirements, at their meeting on October 18,
2016, the WPL Board approved the increase in square footage from 3,800 sf to 5,060 sf
plus a new 880 sf basement for mechanical/electrical equipment. The additional square
footage was provided through a new building addition connecting the main building to
the stable building including the full restoration of the heritage stable.
Tenders were received from three (3) out of four (4) prequalified general contractors
and opened on Friday November 3 rd, 2016. The results were as follows:
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Vendors

Base Bid
(excluding taxes)

Front Construction Industries Inc

No submission

Fortis Construction Group Inc

$4,698,545.00

Loaring Construction Inc.

$5,096,000.00

Intrepid General Limited

$4,318,748.76*

* Amount shown is before savings/credits applied.
The tenders were reviewed by the City’s consultant, Studio g+G Inc. with no
inconsistencies
irregularities, qualifications or exceptions noted. This tender was
conducted in compliance with the City’s Purchasing By-law 93-2012.
The low bid was received from Intrepid General Limited at a total base price of
$4,318,748.76 plus applicable taxes. The submission included a provisional price for the
tower addition of $331,769 plus applicable taxes.
Therefore, the total bid price was $4,650,517.76 plus applicable taxes (including the
provisional tower) which exceeds the approved project construction budget.
In accordance with section 18(1)(f) of the Purchasing By-Law, administration is
permitted to engage in negotiations when the low bid exceeds the amount budgeted
and is impractical to recall the quotation.
Administration has met with the lowest compliant bidder Intrepid General Limited in the
effort to reduce the overall tender cost and/or value engineer the project while still
maintaining the overall programming requirements as originally envisioned. The
following are credits offered by the contractor, some of which require no change in
scope, as per the following items:









Change Limestone benches to alternate stone
Removal of exterior snow melt system
Building Automation Controls savings
Deletion of concrete encased duct work
Elevator efficiencies
Structural and glass modifications to provisional tower
Change to the concrete floor finish
Additional field testing for soil of concern resulting in savings in disposal fees

All negotiated changes were agreed to by the project team, with the above listed noted
credits amount to a combined total savings of $258,088 plus applicable taxes.
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Therefore, the resulting total negotiated tender price is $4,392,429.76 plus applicable
taxes including the tower addition.
The project costs are significantly above the 2015 budgeted amounts.
contributing factors to the increase are as follows:











The main

The budget was developed in 2014, and industry prices have significantly
increased over the past 3 years.
Overall local economy has improved with contractors and trades being very busy.
Heritage designated main and stable buildings requiring heritage experienced
sub-contractors that include labour intensive works.
Several Designated Substances throughout both the existing main and stable
buildings that require specialized abatement.
Poor soils of low bearing capacity resulting in additional concerns with workability
and the need for shoring and bracing together with vibration monitoring in order
not to affect the heritage buildings including an adjacent heritage property
“Soils of Concern – nonhazardous” require additional fees for trucking and landfill
in addition to working with a Soil Management Plan
Existing building condition and associated unknowns during construction
Close proximity to heritage designated neighbor property during construction.
Archeological potential

The Windsor Public Library Board met on November 21, 2017 and approved the
following recommendation based on initial indications of potential cost savings that
could be achieved through preliminary negotiations with the low bidder:
THAT the Windsor Public Library Board accepts the John Muir
Branch/Sandwich Library Project – tender Results Report of November 21,
2017 as presented, and
THAT the tender No. 181-16 for general contracting services for the proposed
John Muir Branch/Sandwich Library Project in the amount of $4,400,518 BE
APPROVED IN PRINCIPLE and THAT the WPL Board REFERS the tender
results and associated funding requirements to City Council. Further indicating
the WPL Board’s willingness to research other Sandwich sites. CARRIED
As a result, the following options remain available;
 Fund Shortfall & Award Tender. Refer the tender to Council for funding the above
noted shortfall.
Or
 Cancel tender and re-assess project including research into other Sandwich area
sites.
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Risk Analysis:
Proceed with Tender
There is a moderate risk due to construction unknowns when dealing with an existing
heritage building which has been mitigated by conducting various pre construction
inspections (Building Condition Assessments, Environmental Site Assessment Phase 1
& 2, Screening Level Risk Assessment, and Archeological Assessments Stage 1 & 2
including trenching, Geotechnical Investigations and Testing and Designated
Substances Survey). To mitigate this risk, the project contingency was increased to
account for some of these potential construction unknowns.
Cancel tender and re-assess project
There is a moderate risk due to the following:
 Commitment to date on the project by the City with the Sandwich Community,
naming of the John Muir Branch, media and heritage community.
 Additional time and resources required to re-assess the project with the potential
for higher future costs as is typically the case.
 Approximately $300,000 has been spent as of October 2017 on the current
project in preparation to tender and administration anticipates a similar amount if
an alternate location in Sandwich is chosen.
 Many of the same project challenges as mentioned within this report may be
experienced for a project located within the same vicinity.
 Concern for the continued deteriorating conditions (vacant with no utilities) and
future redevelopment potential for the current project site and existing heritage
designated buildings within Sandwich Town if an alternate location is chosen.

Financial Matters:
The following outlines the breakdown of the updated project budget including the
negotiated changes and resulting shortfall.
DESCRIPTION
Design/Testing/Administration
Construction Costs (Negotiated Tender 100-17)
Furniture and Fit Up Costs
Financing Costs
Miscellaneous Costs (Permits, advertising, etc.)
Contingency
Non Recoverable Taxes
Grand Total Project Expenses
Original Project Budget
Project Budget Shortfall
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UPDATED
BUDGET
$ 459,000
$ 4,392,429
$ 142,500
$
54,000
$
23,000
$ 317,086
$
94,840
$ 5,482,855
$ 2,518,000
$ 2,964,855
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The 2018 6-year Capital Budget being recommended to Council and will be released on
Dec 11, 2017, includes the following allocations for the Sandwich Library project:
- $513,795 – 2018
- $434,280 – 2019
- $465,720 – 2020
- $500,000 – 2022
This totals $1,913,795 in identified funding for this project. There remains a shortfall of
$1,051,060 in order to fund the full amount of the project. Administration is
recommending the remaining shortfall be funded as follows:
- Allocation of the remaining unallocated funding from the Multi Storey Parking
Garage placeholder of $523,578
- Reallocation of $498,482 of current funding in the Budimir Library project to
Sandwich Library.
- Transfer of $29,000 in surplus funds from the Riverside Library Roof
Replacement project to Sandwich Library.
Administration has not yet started work on the Budimir project and the project is not
expected to start until after the Sandwich Library project is completed. Allocating
current available funding from Budimir will reduce the impact of financing charges on
the Sandwich budget, which is currently estimated at $54,000. Budimir is not likely to
use any funding until 2019 and as such has less of a risk of incurring significant
financing charges. An allocation of $500,000 in 2022 for Budimir Library to replace the
funding allocated to Sandwich has been included in the recommended 2018 6 year
capital budget. A recommendation to secure those funds as a placeholder for the
Budimir project is also recommended in this report.
The table below outlines the recommended funding for the entire Sandwich Library
project.
UPDATED
BUDGET

DESCRIPTION
Total Funding Required

$5,482,855

Current approved funding

$2,518,000

2018 6 Year Capital funding allocations

$1,913,795

Funding from Multi Storey Parking Garage
Funding from Budimir Library Project 7159011
Surplus balance from Riverside Library Roof
Replacement Project 7151022
Total Available Funding
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Consultations:
Kitty Pope – CEO WPL
Michael Dennis - Financial Planning Administrator
Melissa Osborne – Senior Manager of Asset Planning
Victor Ferranti – Asset Planning
Alex Vucinic – Purchasing Manager
Project Executive Committee

Conclusion:
The new John Muir Branch Public Library is an integral part of the WPL Facilities Plan
and once complete it will be wonderful addition to service the informational and
recreational reading needs of the neighborhood. Further, the new facility will be a high
quality heritage rehabilitation and addition to this City-owned Sandwich community
asset. Administration recommends the award of tender #100-17, Windsor Public
Library – John Muir Branch Library – General Contractor to Intrepid General Limited.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Joe Dattilo
France Isabelle-Tunks

Project Administrator
Senior Manager of Development, Projects
& Right-of-way/Deputy City Engineer
City Engineer and Corporate Leader
Environmental Protection and
Transportation
City Clerk/License Commissioner and
Corporate Leader Public Engagement and
Human Services
City Solicitor and Corporate Leader
Economic Development and Public Safety
Chief Financial Officer/City Treasurer and
Corporate Leader Finance and
Technology
Chief Administrative Officer

Mark Winterton
Valerie Critchley
Shelby Askin Hager
Joseph Mancina
Onorio Colucci

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email
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Name

Address

Email

Studio g+G Inc.

300-1645
Wyandotte
Street East, Windsor,
ON N8Y 1C8
6260 Westar Drive,
Windsor, ON N9J 3W3
3070 Jefferson Blvd.,
Windsor, ON N8T 3G9

Attn: Jason Grossi
jason@designstudiogG.com

Loaring
Construction Inc
Fortis
Construction
Group Inc.
Front
Construction
Industries Inc.
Intrepid General
Limited

Attn: Matt Soulliere
msoulliere@loaringconstruction.com
Attn: Christian Catenacci
christian@fortisgroup.ca

740
Morton
Drive, Attn: Gary Anderson
Windsor, ON N9J 3V2
ganderson@frontconstruction.com
51 Sass Road,
Chatham, ON N7M 5J4

Attn: Anthony Mandarino
Anthony.mandarino@intrepidgeneral.ca

Appendices:
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Item No. 8.3

Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Meeting Held November 29, 2017

Minutes of the Windsor Licensing Commission of its meeting held October 25,
2017
Moved by: Councillor Borrelli
Seconded by: Councillor Holt
Decision Number: ETPS 544
THAT the minutes of the Windsor Licensing Commission of its meeting held October 25,
2017 BE RECEIVED for information.
Carried.
Report No.: SCM 207/2017
Clerk’s File No: MB2017
(Administrative Report attached which was
previously distributed as part of the
Standing Committee Agenda)
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COMMITTEE MATTERS
ETPS Standing Committee
November 29, 2017
Subject: Minutes of the Windsor Licensing Commission of its meeting held
October 25, 2017

Page 2 of 2
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Windsor Licensing Commission – October 25, 2017
A meeting of the Windsor Licensing Commission is held this day commencing
at 9:30 o’clock a.m. in the Council Chambers, 3rd floor, City Hall, there being present the
following members:
Councillor Ed Sleiman, Chair
Councillor Paul Borrelli
Councillor John Elliott
Gino Conte
Jack Fathers
Also present are the following resource personnel:
Craig Robertson, Supervisor of Licensing
Werner Plackmann, Zoning Coordinator
Bill Tetler, Manager of By-Law Enforcement
Janna Tetler, Senior Licensing Issuer
Amanda Santia, Licence Issuer
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator
1.

Call to Order

The Chair calls the meeting to order at 9:30 o’clock a.m. and the Windsor
Licensing Commission considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto,
matters which are dealt with as follows:
2.

Minutes

Moved by Councillor Elliott, seconded by J. Fathers,
That the minutes of the Windsor Licensing Commission of its meeting held
September 27, 2017 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.
3.

Disclosure of Interest
None disclosed.

4.

Requests for Deferrals, Referrals or Withdrawals
None.
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5.

October 25, 2017

Communications
None.

6.

Licence Transfers
None.

7.

Applications/Hearings

(a)

J & Y Home Care Services Inc. – Hospitality Food Service

Xum Hua Jiang, Zhi Qiang Yu and Xin Chen Yu are present and available to
answer questions.
C. Robertson provides an overview of this matter as follows:



On May 4, 2017, Ms. Xun Hua Jiang made application on behalf of J&Y Home
Services Inc. for a Hospitality Food Service licence.
On May 30, 2017, zoning is approved by Werner Plackmann, Zoning Coordinator
with the following note:
o “Permitted as Home Occupation and must comply with the following
regulations
o A home occupation within an accessory building garage or carport is
prohibited.
o One home occupation wholly within a dwelling unit is a permitted use
subject to the following provisios:
o The home occupation shall be carried out by a resident of the dwelling
unit.
o The Maximum gross floor area of the home occupation shall be 25.0
percent of the dwelling unit.
o Any visible indication from the exterior of the dwelling unit that a home
occupation is being carried on is prohibited except for a sign permitted by
The Windsor Sign By-law.
o The retail sale or wholesale of goods from the dwelling unit is prohibited
except those goods produced by the home occupation.
o External storage of materials, goods or equipment is prohibited except
those items customarily used for housekeeping or personal recreational
purposes.
o Any home occupation which generates noise, odour, fumes, vibration,
dust, traffic or parking which is evident outside the dwelling unit is
prohibited.”

Page 2 of 5
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October 25, 2017

On August 21, 2017 Fire Prevention Officer Mike Coste attended the property
and noted the home is a single family residential home with cooking upstairs and
a gas stove in the lower level. The applicant stated it is a take-out business.
They do not have any commercial cooking equipment and no fire suppression
system.
Administration recommends the Windsor Licensing Commission refuse to issue a
Hospitality Food Service licence as they have not complied with the requirements
to obtain an approval from Fire & Rescue Services.

Xin Chen Yu provides the following comments relating to the application for a
Hospitality Food Service licence:







Fire and Rescue Services advised, they would not approve this licence as the
applicant would have to install a commercial grade kitchen with steel walls.
However, it is noted the commercial grade kitchen would not be permitted use at
this location.
States they will no longer produce food that requires heat, only cold dishes.
Neighbours have no issue with parking by the patrons.
Successfully passed two health inspections by the Windsor Essex County Health
Unit.
Will be preparing food two hours a day in the basement.

C. Robertson adds if the commercial grade kitchen was installed, approval would
be denied by the Zoning Department as the use would no longer be home occupation
but would be a restaurant.
W. Plackmann advises “home occupation” refers to a small business and adds a
house should look like a house not a business. He notes the only other option is to
rezone the property to commercial which would be subject to appeals.
Councillor Borrelli expresses concern with potential health issues and risks to the
patrons.
In response to a question asked by Councillor Borrelli regarding parking by the
patrons, X. Chen Yu responds he can suggest the patrons park elsewhere and walk to
his establishment. W. Plackmann adds that advising people to park on another street
will create issues. He notes businesses are generally required to provide their own
parking.
Moved by Councillor Elliott, seconded by Councillor Borrelli,
WLC5/2017 That the Windsor Licensing Commission REFUSE TO ISSUE a Hospitality
Food Service licence to J&Y Home Care Services Inc. at 3610 Dougall Avenue,
Windsor, Ontario N9E 1T4 for failure to comply with Fire & Rescue Services.
Carried.
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(b)

October 25, 2017

National Auto Service & Sales – Automobile Service Station – Repairs

Vasileios Tsiolis and Athanasio Zikantas are present and available to answer
questions.
C. Robertson provides the highlights of the application for an Automobile Service
Station – Repairs as follows:



On September 6, 2017, Mr. Vasileios Tsiolis made application on behalf of
National Auto Service & Sales for an Automobile Service Station – Repairs
licence.
On September 29, 2017 Warner Plackmann, Zoning Coordinator sent an email to
the Licensing Unit indicating that parking of unplated automobiles or automobiles
for sale is prohibited in the rear parking area.

Moved by Councillor Borrelli, seconded by G. Conte,
WLC6/2017 That the Automobile Service Station – Repairs, application #17 154755,
submitted by Mr. Vasileios Tsiolis, owner of National Service & Sales at 2748 Seminole
Street, Windsor Ontario N8Y 1X9 BE APPROVED with the following conditions:
i.
ii.

8.

The storage or display of an unplated automobile in the rear parking area is
prohibited.
The storage or display of an automobile for sale, lease or rental purposes is
prohibited.
Carried.
Reports and Administrative Matters

Moved by Councillor Borrelli, seconded by Councillor Elliott,
That the report of the Supervisor of Licensing dated October 6, 2017 entitled
“Expired Application(s) for Business Licence” BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
9.

In Camera Agenda
No In Camera session is held.

10.

Date of Next Meeting

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, November 22, 2017 at 9:30 o’clock
a.m. in the Council Chambers, 3rd floor, City Hall.

Page 4 of 5
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11.

October 25, 2017

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 10:05 o’clock a.m.

_____________________________
CHAIR
____________________________
SECRETARY
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Item No. 8.4

Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Meeting Held November 29, 2017

Minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee of its meeting held October 4, 2017
Moved by: Councillor Holt
Seconded by: Councillor Francis

Decision Number: ETPS 545
THAT the minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee of its meeting held October 4,
2017 BE RECEIVED for information.
Carried.
Report No.: SCM 200/2017
Clerk’s File No: MB2017
(Administrative Report attached which was
previously distributed as part of the
Standing Committee Agenda)
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COMMITTEE MATTERS
ETPS Standing Committee
November 29, 2017
Subject: Minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee of its meeting held October
4, 2017

Page 2 of 2
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Minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee – held October 4, 2017
A meeting of the Windsor Bicycling Committee is held this day commencing at
5:00 o’clock p.m. in Room 407, 400 City Hall Square East, there being present the
following members:
Amy Farkas, Chair
Councillor Rino Bortolin
Brendan Dodd
Klaus Dohring
Regrets received from:
Robert DiMaio
Anthony Ventimiglia
Dr. Chris Waters
Guests in attendance:
Lori Newton and Jennifer Escott, Bike Windsor Essex
Jessica Bondy
Also present are the following resource personnel:
Dwayne Dawson, Executive Director, Operations
Josette Eugeni, Manager of Transportation Planning
Tracy Tang, Planning Policy Assistant
Kevin Morse, Windsor Essex County Heath Unit
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator
1.

Call to Order

The Chair calls the meeting to order at 5:06 o’clock p.m. and the Committee
considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto, matters which are dealt with
as follows:
2.

Declarations of Conflict
None disclosed.
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3.

October 4, 2017

Adoption of the Minutes

Moved by Councillor Bortolin, seconded by B. Dodd,
That the minutes of the Windsor Bicycling Committee of its meeting held August
17, 2017 BE ADOPTED as presented.
Carried.
4.

Presentations

4.1

Complete Streets Policy

Tracy Tang, Co-op Student, Planning Department is present to provide a
presentation relating to the Complete Streets Policy.
The PowerPoint entitled
“Response to CQ12-2017: Implementing a Policy for Complete Streets October 4,
2017” is distributed and attached as Appendix “A”. Highlights of the presentation are
as follows:





Complete streets are multi-modal streets that are designed, operated and
maintained in order to allow for the safe, convenient and comfortable travel of all
users.
The needs of all persons should be adequately addressed in the design of a
complete street.
No one-size fits-all design for complete streets; complete streets are designed to
suit their context.
In terms of benefits and opportunities, complete streets will provide for the
following:
o reduce injuries/fatalities, traffic congestion
o make all users feel safe, comfortable
o provide opportunities for those who do not drive
o promote active lifestyles
o encourage social interaction
o improve urban atmosphere
o enhance community sense of pride
o reduce air pollution and Greenhouse Gas emissions
o mitigate urban heat island effect
o reduce urban runoff
o attract customers and revenue
o influence real estate market

K. Dohring encourages the implementation of a Complete Streets Policy with
physical separation for cyclists.
Moved by K. Dohring, seconded by B. Dodd,
That the “Response to CQ12-2017: Implementing a Policy for Complete Streets
– October 4, 2017” provided by Tracy Tang, Planning Department BE RECEIVED.
Page 2 of 7
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October 4, 2017

Carried.
4.2

What the B*ike is going on?

Lori Newton, Bike Windsor Essex is present and provides the following
information relating to the “What the B*ike is going on?” initiative:






“Rolling Summit” Ward Bike Rides and Picnics to be held on Saturdays and
Sundays in October 2017.
Each slow ride will take place in five areas and will explore existing cycling
infrastructure. Following the ride, cyclists will proceed to a park to identify, map
and discuss what they would like to see, i.e. from bike lanes to bike parking.
Picnics will also be included – soup and scones from Riverside Pie Company and
Rino’s Kitchen.
All City Councillors have been invited to participate in the events.
A survey will be conducted and statistics will be provided in a report to City
Council and the Windsor Bicycling Committee.
Get Lit! Campaign
L. Newton provides an overview of the Get Lit! Campaign as follows:




The Bike Windsor Essex tent will be set up in four locations throughout the city
and unlit cyclists will be flagged down as they pass. Education on the
importance of bike lights along with the installation of bike lights will be provided.
Ontario law requires that bicycles be equipped with a front white light and either a
rear red reflector or a rear red light, from half an hour before sunset to half an
hour after sunrise.

Moved by B. Dodd, seconded by K. Dohring,
That the presentations entitled “What the B*ike is going on?” and the Get Lit
Campaign provided by Lori Newton, Bike Windsor Essex BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
5.
5.1

Business Items
Fall 2017 Public Service Announcements (PSA’s)

The Chair suggests partnering with Bike Windsor Essex to provide lights for the
Get Lit! Campaign.
Councillor Bortolin proposes the use of existing cycling videos, i.e. Share the
Road and to air the PSA’s as soon as possible.
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5.2

October 4, 2017

Revisiting the Windsor Bicycling Committee Mandate

Councillor Bortolin notes as there is one year remaining in the WBC committee’s
term, that the discussion relating to changing the name of the WBC to the Active
Transportation Committee be deferred to the 2018-2021 new term of the committee.
In response to a question asked by K. Dohring regarding the tracking of the
number of injuries/accidents relating to cycling, J. Eugeni responds if the
accident/incident is not reported, there are no statistics available. K. Dohring shared his
opinion that all cycling related incidents should be reported and tracked.
The Chair states cyclists should be encouraged to report accidents/incidents.
B. Dodd indicates the Road Watch Program is a tool that could be used to
address erratic driving and violations of the one metre rule.
He adds
accidents/incidents that do not involve a motor vehicle are not reported to the Ministry of
Transportation.
The Chair requests the statistics relating to the Bike Safety Enforcement Week
be provided by Windsor Police Services to the WBC and Administration.
5.3

Update – Ontario Municipal Commuter Cycling Program Funding
No report.

5.4

Upcoming Reports and Projects

J. Eugeni provides the following upcoming projects which are identified on the
City of Windsor Website with maps at www.WindsorEAs.ca :
o
o
o
o
o
o

Howard Avenue - Lake Trail Drive to Havens Drive: Bike Lanes - (Howard
Avenue map)
Little River Boulevard - Radcliff Avenue to East City Limit: Multi-use Trail (Little River Boulevard map)
Malden Road - South City Limit to Armanda Street: Sharrows and Paved
Shoulder - (Malden Road map)
North Service Road - Elsmere Avenue to Conservation Drive: Bike Lanes (North Service Road map)
Pillette Road - Tecumseh Road E to South National Street: Bike Lanes (Pillette Road map)
Rivard Avenue - Adstoll Avenue to Queen Elizabeth Drive: Sharrows /
Signed Route - (Rivard Avenue map)
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o
o

6.

October 4, 2017

South Cameron Boulevard - Northwood Street to Totten Street: Paved
Shoulder - (South Cameron Boulevard map)
Walker Business Park Trail - Walker Road to Deziel Drive: Multi-use Trail (Walker Business Park Trail map)

New Business

Discussion ensues regarding the use of bike lockers at the Pelissier Street
Garage and the methodology for patrons to use the lockers effectively as there is limited
uptake. J. Eugeni responds the bike lockers were always intended as a monthly rental.
The Chair suggests lockers be located at the Windsor International Aquatic and
Training Centre.
The Chair confirms she will provide information to Administration regarding a
funding announcement from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport for lockers and
bike parking.
7.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on a date to be determined in February 2018.

8.

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 6:25 o’clock p.m.

__________________________________
CHAIR

__________________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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October 4, 2017

AGENDA
and Schedule “A”
to the minutes of the
Windsor Bicycling Committee meeting held
Wednesday, October 4, 2017
at 5:00 o’clock p.m.
Room 407, 400 City Hall Square East

1.

Call to Order

2

Declarations of Conflict

3.

Adoption of the Minutes
Adoption of the minutes of the meeting held August 17, 2017 – (previously
e-mailed)

4.

Presentations

4.1

Tracy Tang, Co-Op Student, Planning Department to provide a PowerPoint
Presentation relating
to the Complete Streets Policy.
The report
entitled “Response to CQ 12-2017: Implementing a Policy for Complete
Streets – attached.

4.2

“What the B*KE is going on? Ward Rides, Presentation by Lori Newton, Bike
Windsor Essex. Flyer regarding “what the B*KE is going on? – attached.

5.

Business Items

5.1

Fall 2017 Public Services Announcements

5.2

Revisiting the Windsor Bicycling Committee Mandate
The current WBC Terms of Reference/Mandate 2013 is attached.

5.3

Update – Ontario Municipal Commuter Cycling Program Funding
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5.4

October 4, 2017

Upcoming Reports and Projects
The Manager of Transportation Planning to provide an update.

6.

New Business

7.

Date of Next Meeting

8.

Adjournment
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Response to CQ 12-2017

Implementing a Policy
for Complete Streets
October 4, 2017
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What are Complete Streets?
> multi-modal streets that are designed, operated and
maintained in order to allow for the safe, convenient and

comfortable travel of all users
> needs of all persons should be adequately addressed in
the design of a complete street
> no one-size-fits-all design for complete streets; complete

streets are designed to suit their context
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What are Complete Streets?
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Example cross section of a complete street (West Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. 2011)
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What are Complete Streets?

Redesign of Dearborn Street to incorporate complete streets principles (City of Chicago, Illinois, 2012)

Implementing a Policy for Complete Streets
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Council's 20 Year Strategic Vision

Reputation

20-Year

Quality of Life

Strategic Vision

Windsor will be

Windsor will

a dynamic place
of civic pride and
a hub for

provide a high
quality of life for

innovation,
culture and

sustainable

creativity and
attractive for
people of all
ages.
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all, supported by
growth and a
vibrant, caring
community.

Benefits and Opportunities
People (Social)
• Reduce injuries/fatalities
• Reduce traffic congestion
• Make all users feel safe,
comfortable, and included

• Provide opportunities for
those who do not drive

• Offer variety of choices
(non-limiting)
• Promote active lifestyles

llisenrjaKni^
• Encourage social
interaction

• Attract customers and

• Improve urban

• Influence real estate
market

atmosphere
• Enhance community
sense of place
• Reduce air pollution and
Greenhouse Gas emissions
• Reduce energy and
resource consumption

• Mitigate urban heat island
effect
• Reduce urban runoff

6
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revenue

Other Policy/Plan Documents
> Provincial Policy Statement 2014
> Section 1.5 Public Spaces, Recreation, Parks, Trails and Open Space
> Section 1.6 Infrastructure and Public Service Facilities
> Section 1.7 Long-Term Economic Prosperity
^ Section 1.8 Energy Conservation, Air Quality and Climate Change

> City of Windsor Official Plan
i> Section 4 Healthy Community
> Section 7 Infrastructure

> Section 8 Urban Design

> Traffic Calming Policy, School Neighbourhood Policy, the Pedestrian
Generator Policy, Engineering Best Practices, ADOA Standards,
Community Energy Plan 2017
|> 7 Implementing a Policy for Complete Streets
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Case Studies
Churchill Avenue, Ottawa, ON

Churchill Avenue at Irene Crescent intersection before and after improvements
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Case Studies
King Street Downtown, Kitchener, ON

King Street in downtown Kitchener before and after revitalization
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Case Studies
Richmond and Adelaide Streets, Toronto, ON
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Adelaide Street before and after cycle tracks were implemented
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Case Studies
Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC

Hillsborough Street before and after reconstruction
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Thank You
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Item No. 8.5
Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Meeting Held November 29, 2017

Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk on Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard Road to
Milloy Street
Moved by: Councillor Francis
Seconded by: Councillor Holt
Decision Number: ETPS 546
I.
THAT City Council APPROVE the construction of a pedestrian sidewalk on the
west side of Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard Road to Milloy Street.
THAT the estimated cost of $50,000 BE CHARGED to the Pedestrian Safety
Improvement Project (Project No. 7045034).
Carried.

II.

Report No.: S 170/2017
Clerk’s File No: SW2017
(Administrative Report attached which was
previously distributed as part of the
Standing Committee Agenda)

Clerk’s Note: The recommendation of both the Standing Committee and Administration
are the same.
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Infrastructure & Geomatics
MISSION STATEMENT
“Our City is built on relationships – between citizens and their government, businesses and public institutions, city
and region – all interconnected, mutually supportive, and focused on the brightest future we can create together”

REPORT #: S 170/2017
Author’s Contact:
Wesley Hicks
Senior Manager, Infrastructure &
Geomatics/Deputy City Engineer
519-255-6257 ext 6490
whicks@citywindsor.ca
(pwd 7235) Ward 5

Report Date: 9/7/2017
Date to Council: 11/29/2017
Clerk’s File #: SW2017

To: Mayor and Members of City Council
Subject: Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk on Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard
Road to Milloy Street

RECOMMENDATION:

I. That City Council APPROVE the construction of a pedestrian sidewalk on
the west side of Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard Road to Milloy Street.

II.

That the estimated cost of $50,000 BE CHARGED to the Pedestrian Safety
Improvement Project (Project No. 7045034).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

N/A

BACKGROUND:
On August 21, 2017, a request for a sidewalk on the west side of Bernard Road from
1615 Bernard Road southerly to Milloy Street was received through Councillor Sleiman.
It was noted by the resident that sidewalks are present on both sides of Bernard Road
north and south of this section of Bernard Road, but missing from this section which is
immediately adjacent to A.K.O. Park. Thus this sidewalk would fill the gap and provide
direct access to the park. One of the items within the public right-of-way where the City
can have an impact is improvements to pedestrian connectivity.
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The attached drawing C-3409 identifies the locations of the existing and proposed
sidewalks. The Pedestrian Generator Policy, as established by CR343/2007, allows for
the City Engineer to recommend construction of a sidewalk, at no cost to the
residents where there are clear warrants, and is attached as Appendix “A”.

DISCUSSION:
The definition of a Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk is contained within the Pedestrian
Generator Sidewalk Policy adopted by CR343/2007 on September 10, 2007, as follows:
A sidewalk to be located where any of the following exist:



It is located on a route leading to a significant pedestrian destination
It is required to serve more than the abutting properties, including institutional
and parkland access
 It is required on a school approach street
 It is required for the separation of pedestrians from vehicles in the community
 It is requested or endorsed by a School Board
 It would be inequitable to charge the full cost of the walk to the abutting property
owners
The sidewalk in question was evaluated under the Pedestrian Generator Policy and was
found to be an eligible candidate.
Parks Department was consulted and have no concerns about the installation of a
sidewalks adjacent to A.K.O. Park. In addition, the contractor is required to indemnify
the City in the event of a loss and will be required to provide proof of commercial liability
insurance.

RISK ANALYSIS:
Associated risks to the Corporation resulting for the undertaking of this project include
risks typical of a construction project, such as bodily injury, property damage, and
matters arising from violations of the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Sidewalk
construction alone would provide little disruption and minimize the aforementioned risks.
These risks are to be transferred to the Contractor performing the work through the
agreement entered into.

FINANCIAL MATTERS:
Since the Pedestrian Safety Improvement Project was established in 2004, City Council
has allocated $1,050,000 through various iterations of the annual Capital Budget. The
total cost of construction of a pedestrian sidewalk on the west side of Bernard Road
from 1615 Bernard Road to Milloy Street is estimated at $50,000. To date, there are
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sufficient funds in the project to carry out the work. All construction costs will be
charged to Project #7045034 (Pedestrian Safety Improvements).
There may be additional costs incurred by Parks to maintain the additional sidewalks.
These costs will be monitored and a future request for budget dollars to maintain this
infrastructure may be required.

CONSULTATIONS:
Parks Department

CONCLUSION:
Administration recommends construction of a sidewalk, at no cost to the residents, on
Bernard Road from 1615 Bernard Road to Milloy Street in conformance with the
Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk Policy, to address safety concerns existing in the
neighbourhood and to improve pedestrian connectivity surrounding A.K.O. Park,
W.F. Herman Secondary School, and Ford City Public School.

PLANNING ACT MATTERS:

N/A

APPROVALS:
Name
Wes Hicks

Title
Senior Manager of Infrastructure
Geomatics/Deputy City Engineer
Financial Planning Administrator
Senior Manager of Asset Planning
City Engineer
City Treasurer
Chief Administrative Officer

Mike Dennis
Melissa Osborne
Mark Winterton
Joe Mancina
Onorio Colucci

&

NOTIFICATIONS:
Name

Address

Email

APPENDICES:
1 Schedule "A" - Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk Policy
2 Drawing C-3409 Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk on Bernard Road
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SCHEDULE "A"

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF WINDSOR

POLICY
Service Area: Public Works
Department:
Division:

Subject:

Policy No.:
Approval Date:
Engineering
Infrastructure & Transportation Planning Approved By: CR343/2007
Effective Date:

Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk Procedure
Ref.:
Policy
Pages:

Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk Procedure
Replaces: CR1399/91
Date:

1.

POLICY
1.1 This policy affirms Council’s intention to construct Pedestrian Generator Sidewalks
on local roads and school approach streets in areas where pedestrian facilities are
warranted, as determined by:
1.1.1
1.1.2

The provisions of the Official Plan, specifically Sections 7.2 and 7.2.3;
Dialogue with abutting property owners;

1.1.3

Dialogue with school boards and other agencies, and;

1.1.4 Budgetary allocations.
1.2 A Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk is defined as a sidewalk to be located where any of
the following exist:
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3

2.

It is located on a route leading to a significant pedestrian destination;
It is required to serve more than the abutting properties, including
institutional and parkland access;
It is required on a school approach street;

1.2.4

It is required for the separation of pedestrians from vehicles in the
community;

1.2.5

It is requested or endorsed by a School Board; or

1.2.6

It would be inequitable to charge the full cost of the walk to the abutting
property owners.

PURPOSE
2.1 This policy is intended to:
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

Increase pedestrian separation from vehicles;
Expand opportunities for sustainable transportation;
Improve the health and welfare of City residents; and
Implement the Pedestrian Network Policies identified in the City of
Windsor Official Plan.
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3.

SCOPE
3.1 This policy applies to construction of all new sidewalks other than those:
3.1.1 To be constructed as a Local Improvement under the Municipal Act,
2001, Ontario Regulation 586/06, or superseding provincial legislation.
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4

To be constructed under the terms of a development or servicing
agreement under the Planning Act.
To be constructed on a public highway with an arterial or collector road
designation and which does not serve as a school approach street.
To be constructed on a public highway designated as a Transit Windsor
route.

3.2 Where appropriate, benefiting organizations (excluding School Boards) may be asked
to contribute a portion of the cost of the sidewalk.
4.

RESPONSIBILITY
4.1 The Chief Administrative Officer is responsible for ensuring that the Corporation of
the City of Windsor has a Pedestrian Generator Sidewalk Policy, that the policy and
procedures are updated periodically to keep pace with best practices as they evolve,
and that they are implemented in an efficient and effective manner.
4.2 The City Engineer, with the General Manager of Public Works, is responsible for:

5.

4.2.1
4.2.2

The associated implementation procedure;
Coordination of future revisions;

4.2.3

Providing a recommendation to Council as to whether or not construction
of any sidewalk should proceed under this policy.

GOVERNING RULES AND REGULATIONS
5.1 The City Engineer must determine the existence of the following conditions as
outlined in the associated procedure prior to recommending sidewalk construction:
5.1.1
5.1.2

Acceptable pedestrian generator in vicinity of proposed sidewalk;
Sufficient pedestrian volumes from above pedestrian generator;

5.1.3

Lack of acceptable pedestrian/vehicular segregation;

5.1.4

Heightened motorized traffic volumes.

5.2 The City Engineer must ensure that the proposed sidewalk will satisfy all of the
following requirements:
5.2.1
5.2.2

6.

5.2.3

Provision of dedicated pedestrian facilities;
General neighbourhood need;
Connection to other pedestrian facilities;

5.2.4

Other factors of benefit to pedestrian travel.

RECORDS, FORMS, AND ATTACHMENTS
6.1 Records created as a result of this policy will be retained in accordance with the
Records Retention By-law 21-2013.
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Item No. 8.6
Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Meeting Held November 29, 2017

Monmouth Road Proposed Parking Changes - WARD 4
Moved by: Councillor Holt
Seconded by: Councillor Payne
Decision Number: ETPS 551
THAT City Council APPROVE the following adjustments to the proposed on-street
parking regulations on the east side of Monmouth Drive to provide additional on-street
parking outside of school hours:
1. Provides a school bus loading zone that is effective 8:00am to 4:00pm school
days only.
2. Instead of a no parking zone effective school days only, provide a no parking
zone effective school days 8:00am to 4:00pm; and,
THAT the School Neighbourhood Policy BE WAIVED to allow these changes to be
implemented; and,
THAT Parking Bylaw 9023 BE AMENDED to reflect the proposed changes; and,
THAT the City Solicitor BE DIRECTED to prepare the necessary documents to amend
the bylaw; and,
THAT Administration BE REQUESTED to provide additional information regarding
Windsor Police Services and Enforcement implications as well as the definition of
school hours at the time this report goes forward to City Council for consideration.
Carried.
Report No.: S 124/2017
Clerk’s File No: ST2017
(Administrative Report attached which was
previously distributed as part of the
Standing Committee Agenda)

Clerk’s Note: The recommendation of both the Standing Committee and Administration
are not the same.
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Public Works - Operations
MISSION STATEMENT
“Our City is built on relationships – between citizens and their government, businesses and public institutions, city
and region – all interconnected, mutually supportive, and focused on the brightest future we can create together”

REPORT #: S 124/2017
Author’s Contact:
Jeff Hagan
Policy Analyst
519-255-6247 ext 6003
jhagan@citywindsor.ca

Report Date: 7/10/2017
Date to Council: 11/29/2017
Clerk’s File #: ST2017

To: Mayor and Members of City Council
Subject: Monmouth Road Proposed Parking Changes - WARD 4

RECOMMENDATION:
1. That Parking By law 9023 BE AMENDED as listed and attached in Appendix 1 of
this report, and
2. That the City Solicitor BE DIRECTED to prepare the necessary documents to
amend the by law.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
N/A

BACKGROUND:
In 2016, Council adopted the School Neighbourhood Policy by resolution CR645/2016.
This policy was brought forward by Administration in response to direction provided in
the City of Windsor Official Plan (Clause 7.2.2.26(e)), which requires Council to enact a
policy regarding traffic and parking in school areas. The School Neighbourhood Policy is
a wide-ranging policy that addresses a range of parking and transportation issues
involving schools. Funding to implement the Policy has not been allocated to date.
Administration is currently implementing the policy based on incoming requests and/or
Development Applications and as funding and resources allow.
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Administration has received several requests from the Principal and Vice-Principal of St.
Anne’s Catholic Elementary School regarding traffic and parking concerns on
Monmouth Street, especially at pick-up and drop-off times.
An area map is provided as Figure 1. Key details about Monmouth Road are provided
as Table 1.

Figure 1: Area Map
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Table 1: Key Roadway Characteristics
Item
Monmouth Road
(Ontario Street to Richmond Street)
Road Classification
Local
Speed Limit
50 km/h (unsigned)
Truck Route?
No
Transit Route?
No
Pavement Width
11.8 m
Existing On-Street Parking
West side: no restrictions
East side: varies (no parking / school bus loading zone
/ time limited parking / no restrictions)
Proposed On-Street Parking
West side: no restrictions
in response to the request
East side: school bus loading zone where required;
and in compliance with the
remainder no parking school days
School Neighbourhood Policy

DISCUSSION:
Monmouth Road Traffic and Parking Issues
In response to concerns received from school staff, Administration conducted field
reviews of traffic and parking on Monmouth Road at arrival and dismissal times.
Administration also met with representatives of St. Anne’s Catholic Elementary School,
Windsor Police Service, Windsor Essex Student Transportation Services, and C.G.
Pearson Bus Lines (the school bus service provider for St. Anne’s CES).
St. Anne’s CES draws students from the entire City of Windsor for its French Immersion
program; because of this, a significant number of the students who attend the school
live beyond walking distance and are bussed or driven. Further, the school has limited
off-street parking (one parking lot with 26 parking spaces on the east side of the alley),
no off-street pick-up/drop-off or school bus loading area, and fronts on only one street
(Monmouth Road). School buses are accommodated in an on-street school bus loading
zone on Monmouth Road.
At the time of the field survey, the following issues were noted on Monmouth Road at
school pick-up and drop-off times:





High volumes of parent vehicles for student pick-up and drop-off
High volumes of buses: at the time of the survey, the school was served by 8 fullsize school buses. Due to space limitations in the school bus loading zone, at
dismissal times, half of the buses stage on Monmouth Road further south until
the school bus loading zone is clear.
Frequent mid-block pedestrian crossings for pick-up and drop-off.
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The following was also noted during Administration’s review:



On the west side of Monmouth Road between Richmond Street and Ontario
Street, 1 home has no off-street parking.
There are discrepancies between the existing parking regulation signs and
Parking By-law 9023 (discussed further below).

Parking Regulation Signage
Parking By-law 9023 prohibits stopping of vehicles other than school buses in a school
bus loading zone at all times. In the school bus loading zone on Monmouth Road,
additional signs are provided that give the impression that stopping and parking is
allowed in evenings and on non-school days. An example is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Conflicting Signage in School Bus Loading Zone – Monmouth Road
In 2003, Council adopted a number of Administration recommendations for on-street
parking changes on Monmouth Road, including a recommendation that the school bus
loading zone be effective 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. school days (CR183/2003). However,
the by-law to enact these recommendations by amending Parking By-law 9023 (By-law
84-2003) made the school bus loading zone in effect at all times. The parking
restrictions shown on the upper sign in Figure 2 (no stopping – 8 AM to 4 PM school
Page 5 of 11
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days) reflect the direction of Council and match Parking Enforcement’s current practice
of enforcing the school bus loading zone only between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on
school days.
School Neighbourhood Policy
The City of Windsor School Neighbourhood Policy provides guidance on transportation
and parking issues on the roadways at and near schools. Table 2 provides a summary
of the aspects of the policy most relevant to parking in the vicinity of St. Anne’s School:
Table 2: School Neighbourhood Policy Elements
Policy element

How this element has been addressed

General guidance: student pick-up/drop
off and school bus loading/unloading
should occur on school property if feasible.

The St. Anne’s CES site is very constrained. It would not be
able to accommodate off-street student pick-up/drop-off or
school bus loading/unloading.

School bus priority: if school bus
loading/unloading
cannot
be
accommodated on the school site, onstreet school bus loading should have
priority over on-street student pick-up/dropoff.

Administration worked with the principal and vice principal
of St. Anne’s CES to identify the required location of the
school bus loading zone.

School bus loading zone effective
times: school bus loading zones should be
in effect at all times. This aspect of the
policy:

In
accordance
with
the
Policy,
Administration’s
recommended parking regulations for Monmouth Road
include a school bus loading zone that is in effect at all
times.



Facilitates
enforcement,
which
helps to ensure that school bus
loading zones will be clear when
needed for school purposes.



Ensures that the effective time for
the school bus loading zone will
continue to be appropriate as
arrival and dismissal times change
from year to year.



Is consistent with the approach in
other jurisdictions in Ontario and
the Highway Traffic Act.

On-street parking – school side: along
the school frontage, any sections that are
not school bus loading zone should be a no
parking zone on school days to facilitate
student pick-up/drop-off.

The east side of Monmouth Road between Richmond
Street and Ontario Street is proposed to be no parking on
school days.
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Policy element

How this element has been addressed

On-street parking – opposite side:
opposite the school, a no stopping zone on
school days should be provided to deter
mid-block crossing for pick-up and drop-off.

The recommended parking plan leaves the west side of
Monmouth Road unchanged (unrestricted parking between
Richmond Street and Ontario Street).

The policy allows two exceptions:



Locations where residents do not
have off-street parking, and
Locations with marked spaces
serving commercial properties.

While this approach will still allow some pick-up and dropoff activity on the west side of Monmouth Road,
Administration identified this as a necessary compromise
based on a continuing need for this parking, due to a lack
of off-street parking for some homes on Monmouth Road.
The proposed changes on the east side of Monmouth Road
will allow more area for pick-up/drop-off, which will help to
shift pick-up/drop-off activity to the east side of the street,
which will help to reduce mid-block pedestrian crossings at
arrival and dismissal times.

The School Neighbourhood Policy recommends that school bus loading zones be in
effect at all times (as per Parking By-law 9023) and that school-side no parking zones
be in effect all day on school days. This aspect of the policy helps to ensure that these
zones will be available when needed for school use by facilitating enforcement. It also
prevents mismatches between the effective times of on-street parking/loading zones
and school arrival and dismissal times as these times change from year to year.
Recommended On-Street Parking Changes
Administration identified the following objectives for on-street parking regulations on
Monmouth Road between Richmond Street and Ontario Street:





Bring parking regulations on Monmouth Road into compliance with the School
Neighbourhood Policy;
Shift the school bus loading zone north to allow it to be used more effectively;
Maximize the curb length available for parent pick-up and drop-off; and
Continue to provide on-street parking for residents, particularly those without offstreet parking.

Based on these objectives, Administration recommends the on-street parking changes
shown in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. The net effect of these changes on the on-street
parking supply is summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3: On-Street Parking Impacts
Scenario

Side

Existing

West
East
Total

Proposed

West
East
Total

Difference

West
East

Total

On-Street Parking Supply
(number of spaces based on a length of 6 m per space)
Daytime School Days
Overnight School Days
Non-School Days
No restrictions: 23
No restrictions: 23
No restrictions: 23
No restrictions: 9
No restrictions: 25
No restrictions: 25
15 min limited: 2
[Note 1]
[Note 1]
No restrictions: 32
No restrictions: 48
No restrictions: 48
15 min limited: 2
[Note 1]
[Note 1]
No restrictions: 23
No parking
(PU/DO only): 11
No restrictions: 23
No parking
(PU/DO only): 11

No restrictions: 23
No parking
(PU/DO only): 11
No restrictions: 23
No parking
(PU/DO only): 11

No restrictions: 0
No restrictions: -9
15 minute limited: -2
No parking
(PU/DO only): 11
No restrictions: -9
15 minute limited: -2
No parking
(PU/DO only): +11

No restrictions: 0
No restrictions: -25
[Note 1]
No parking
(PU/DO only): +11
No restrictions: -25
[Note 1]
No parking
(PU/DO only): +11

No restrictions: 23
No restrictions: 11
No restrictions: 34

No restrictions: 0
No restrictions: -14
[Note 1]

No restrictions: -14
[Note 1]

Notes:
1. This value reflects 14 spaces in the school bus loading zone. For more details on the current
status and legality of these spaces, please see the discussion under the heading “Parking
Regulation Signage.”
2. PU/DO: pick-up/drop-off.

As can be seen in Table 3, the impact on on-street parking will be greatest in the
evening and overnight period on school days, when the parking supply on Monmouth
Road, when 25 spaces (as currently signed) will be eliminated.
Resident Notification and Response
A notification letter advising of the proposed change and soliciting feedback was
provided to the directly affected property owners on this section of Monmouth Road on
June 13, 2017. In keeping with normal practice, the letter stated that no response would
be considered support for the proposal. A copy of the letter is included in Appendix 2.
The feedback received during the comment period is summarized in Table 4. The
properties in the immediate vicinity of the proposed parking change were notified of the
proposed change. For the purposes of gauging response, the 3 parcels making up the
St. Anne’s CES grounds were treated as a single property.
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Table 4: Summary of Responses – Pillette Rd. On-street Parking
Recommendations
Response
Number of Properties
(Percent of Total)
Support Recommendation
0 (0%)
No Response (Deemed Support)
9 (50%)
Oppose Recommendation
9 (50%)
Other
0 (0%)
Total
18 (100% )
In addition to voting in support or opposition to the proposed change, some respondents
provided comments. A summary of the comments received is provided in Table 5.
Table 5: Resident Comments
Comment
On-street parking is already heavily used.
Evening uses at the school create parking demand in the
evenings.
School staff park on street.
Parking after 4:00 p.m. in the school bus loading zone was
put in at resident request.
Residential permit parking should be provided.
Some homes do not have driveways/off-street parking.
The alley is not plowed in the winter, making access difficult.
There are heritage properties on the street that are not
allowed a driveway.

Number of
Respondents
8
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

Despite resident concerns, Administration continues to recommend the proposed onstreet parking changes.
Alternate Approach
If Council so directs, either or both of the following adjustments could be made to the
proposed on-street parking regulations on the east side of Monmouth Drive to provide
additional on-street parking outside of school hours, compared to Administration’s
recommended plan:
1. Provide a school bus loading zone that is effective 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM school
days only.
This adjustment would provide an additional 14 spaces for overnight and
non-school day use.
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2. Instead of a no parking zone effective school days only, provide a no parking
zone effective school days 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
This adjustment would provide an additional 11 spaces for overnight use
on school days (note: these spaces will already be available on nonschool days in Administration’s recommended plan).
Since neither of these adjustments is consistent with the School Neighbourhood Policy,
either or both would require the policy to be waived.

RISK ANALYSIS:
A risk chart is attached as Appendix 3.

FINANCIAL MATTERS:
The estimated cost for the signing changes required to implement the proposed change
in on-street parking restrictions is $300. This cost can be accommodated in the Signs
and Markings budget.
Additional costs for the alternate options described above (in addition to the $300 noted
previously):
1. School zone effective 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. school days: additional $300.
2. No parking zone effective 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. school days: no additional
expense.

CONSULTATIONS:
School Consultation
Administration met with the Principal and Vice-Principal of St. Anne’s CES on the
following dates:




June 25, 2015
September 24, 2015
May 15, 2017

Resident Consultation
Affected residents were notified by letter on June 13, 2017. The notification letter is
attached as Appendix 2. Responses to the notification letter are summarized in Table 4
and Table 5.
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CONCLUSION:
Administration recommends that on-street parking on Monmouth Road between
Richmond Street and Ontario Street be changed by amending Parking By-law 9023 as
described in Appendix 1. These on-street parking changes are intended to address
existing ongoing issues with school bus loading/unloading and student pick-up/drop-off
for St. Anne’s Catholic Elementary School.

PLANNING ACT MATTERS:
N/A

APPROVALS:
Name
Cindy Becker
Dwayne Dawson
Mark Winterton
Joseph Mancina
Onorio Colucci

Title
Financial Planning Administrator
Executive Director of Operations
City Engineer
City Treasurer
Chief Administrative Officer

NOTIFICATIONS:
Name
Councillor Holt
Paul Picard, Director of
Education
Windsor-Essex Catholic
District School Board
Michael Cusinato, Principal
St. Anne’s Catholic
Elementary School
Area residents

Address

Email

1325 California Avenue
Windsor ON N9B 2Z8

1140
Monmouth
Road
Windsor ON N8Y 3L9
List provided to Clerks

APPENDICES:
1 Amendments to Parking By-Law 9023
2 Notification Letter to Residents
3 Risk Chart
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AMENDMENTS TO PARKING BY-LAW 9023
ITEM

REGULATION

1

BB - School
Bus Loading
Zones
DELETE

2

A - Limited
Parking On
DELETE

3

C - No Parking
DELETE

4

BB - School
Bus Loading
Zones
ADD

5

C - No Parking
ADD

STREET

Monmouth
Rd

Monmouth
Rd

Monmouth
Rd

Monmouth
Rd

Monmouth
Rd

ADDITIONAL
RESTRICTIONS

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

SIDE

FROM

TO

East

A Point
33 Metres
North Of
Ontario St

A Point 70
Metres
South Of
Richmond
St

East

A Point
58 Metres
South Of
Richmond
St

A Point 70
Metres
South Of
Richmond
St

East

Richmond
St

A Point 24
Metres
South Of
Richmond
St

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

East

A Point
87 Metres
South of
Richmond
St

A Point 15
Metres
South of
Richmond
St

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

Ontario St

A Point 87
Metres
South of
Richmond
St

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

East

REASON

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

15 Minute Limit 8:30 AM To 3:30
PM - School Days

School Days
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School
Neighbourhood
Policy
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Risk Chart
Risk Description

Impacted Objective(s)

Risks associated with adopting Administration's recommendations:
Reputational impact: removal of on-street
 Make Services
parking from Monmouth Street could result
Responsive
in negative impacts to the way residents on
the street view the City
Community impact: with a reduced
number of on-street spaces, on-street
parking users (including one property with
no off-street parking) may be forced to park
further from their destination.




Create Complete
Neighbourhoods
Make Transportation
Efficient and
Convenient

Risks associated with not adopting Administration's recommendations:
Safety impact: Administration's
 Stay Safe
recommendations increase the available
 Make Transportation
area for student pick-up/drop-off on the east
Efficient and
side of Monmouth Street, helping to deter
Convenient
mid-block crossing at pick-up and drop-off
times. If the recommendations are not
adopted, this benefit will not be realized.
Community impact: Administration's
 Make Transportation
recommendations will allow operational
Efficient and
improvements for bus and parent pick-up
Convenient
and drop-off for St. Anne's CES. If the
 Form Beneficial
recommendations are not adopted, this
Partnerships
benefit will not be realized.

Risk Level

Mitigating Strategy / Status

Moderate

Provide clear information to
residents outlining the reasons
for the removal of on-street
parking.

City Engineer

Moderate

Do not remove more parking
than the minimum required for
compliance with the School
Neighbourhood Policy.
Retain unrestricted parking on
the west side of Monmouth
Street.

City Engineer

Moderate

No mitigating strategy
identified.

N/A

Moderate

No mitigating strategy
identified.

N/A
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Responsibility

SubjectMonmouth road proposed parking changes-ward 4

Date:Thu, 17 Aug 2017 14:04:15-0400

From:fred baehr ADDITIONAL
To:»citvwindsor.ca INFORMATION

ITEM NO. ^

To City Clerk

I'm opposed to the proposed changes on Monmouth, for the following reasons. A
number of residents park their cars after 4:00 pm on the east side of the street, because
there is not enough spaces on the west side of the street. Plus; another apartment

building, around the corner on Ontario St (with no provided parking) will be opening
soon, creating even a worse problem than we already have.

Some other issues to consider: If all parking on the east side is taken away 24 hrs a
day: Where will all the people who come for PTA meetings and other evening activities
at the school park? Where will the customers at the Bed & Breakfast next to the school
park? If this proposal is passed, it will force residents in our block, to park into
neighboring blocks. Thus; creating a parking problem for them. I support having St
Annes across the street from me, but 1 think they made a mistake in adding on to the
school without adding on enough, off street parking, because of that now the residents
are being ask to sacrifice for the schools mistakes.

This is not fair!
Thank You
Fred Baehr
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From:CindyWiseman

Sent:T-hursdayi,~'August 17, 2017 3:27 PM ^V V ^ A.U i * INI-UHMATION
To: clerks

Subject: Wednesday August 23 2017 meeting Preserving our parking ITEM NO. ^'
Hello city council:
I'm a long time resident of Monmouth Rd. and have been part of the continual changes to StAnne's
French school and the loss of parking for over a decade.I first would like to point out important facts
that would affect the loss of on road parking...1) Monmouth Rd.is not elegible for permit parking
because of the Bylaws stating we're outside the elegible area.
2) We are a designated heritage area so therefore not allowed front property parking.
3) The school has seen a continuous growth of their staff, students and portables, including a before
and after school day care.
4) The school board has been allowed to grow beyond the area's capabilities to accommodate all the
extra traffic and the many school busses for transportation of students from all over the city
5) The school board has continued to grow ail the while of being exempt to provide parking for their
staff and daycare staff. Staff has to park on the road because of shortage of school parking. The
school only has 27 parking spots.An amount far shorter of the total amount of school staff, custodian,
daycare, parent volunteers and school programs such as music classes a couple days of the week
(these are referred to as support staff so they are not included in school staff count but are school
emplees who work at the school who need parking)
6) The road also has to accommodate parking for a very busy Bed and Breakfast who has no
parking for their paying guest. ( 9 cars at a time use the B+B ) as well as the owner and long stay
clients
7)The Alzeimers over flow of visitors, day program employees and volunteers Park on the road.(as
well as parents who come to pick up their children one hour early before the school bell)
8)The homeowners are being denied the freedom to come and go through out the school day, due to
a Monopoly of the school staff and B+B
9) The road doesn't have enough parking for the needs of the residents.
10) Homeowners (3) who have garages are outdated to accommodate their large vehicles thus
rendering them not useable and having to park on the road
11) The use of alley parking would be costly to the owners to construct, as well as the alley is not
useabie during the winter months...the alley is not maintain nor is the alley snow plowed or
salted...as well as a safety risk to park in an alley with no lights...(I'm a older women and am afraid to
park and walk in the alley as well as the other women and children are)
12) The area at the end of our 1100 block Monmouth and Ontario also share the road with the
apartment buildings that have no parking lot...they use the road...

13) The school and the city were aware of the parking issues on Monmouth from previous meetings
and Bylaws meetings but continue to take this road of allowing the staff to use the road as parking
during their work day.
14) The school also rents out the gym three times a week monopolising the road till 10 pm.
If we lose the parking on the school side we will be parking in the next block where there too is a lack
of parking for the residents.. several apartments with no lot for parking
The facts on the map show homes they have been purchased and torn down by the schoo! to
provide play area for students...but no parking
Our community is being changed for the worst... making it impossible to come and go...this is not
fair...I can't sell because of no parking in the area...We had a small school with parking now we have

a school with not enough parking and has become too large for the area
Thank you.

CindyWiseman
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From: CindyWiseman

Sent: Friday, August 18, 2017 11:27 AM
To: Holt, Chris
Cc: clerks

Subject: Monmouth Rd parking
I Chris. I wanted to make sure I explained only one Homeowner has two driveways for
his use and the Bed and Breakfast business has one driveway.Also the map on the
school side shows three properties that no longer exists..These former home's we're
purchased by the school and two of the properties are now fenced in play areas.The
corner lot is left open and not in use. please keep this in mind when calculating the
percentage.1 would also suggest the school should have to use their property for the
bus drop off or staff parking before the residents have to bear all the hardship of loosing
on road parking. It is wrong and unfair to the residents who live with this problem day in
and out.Have the school use their open unused space..

Thank you
CindyWiseman
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ITEM NO. U
From: cam thorns

Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2017 11:12 PM

To: clerks ' MUUI I [UP
Subject: monmouth road proposed parking changes ward 4
having received the 'notice of public meeting' Wednesday august 23. i find it absolutely
disgusting that you would send this out when most of the monmouth road residents are on
vacation/ and i would like this deferred until the majority of the people ofmonmouth road,
hereinafter referred as ' the residents' have a chance to examine this terrible parking proposal.
and furthermore/ in regards to the proposal, there are few inaccuracies no doubt designed to
sway the public vote, i will outline a few ! On page 1..regarding traffic and parking, we have
been trying to get permit parking on the west side of monmouth for at least 20 years, our
requests have fallen on deaf ears. page 2.. administration has received several requests from

the principal and vice principal of st annes. (that would be two !)espedally at pick up and drop
off times. That seems to be an issue with parents not following the rules. Page 3 states 'further
the school has 26 parking spaces on the east side of the alley correction, they also have a
parking area directly behind the school in a fenced off from children area that can park a few
more cars. we RESIDENTS have to fight for a parking spot on our street as it is ! as was noted by
the city s feild survey/ high volumes of parent vehicles.. high volumes of busses, half of the
busses have to stage in the 1200 block/ causing more aggravation to RESIDENTS. Frequent mid
block pedestrian crossing for pick up and drop off. its aggravating for us RESIDENTS too.
especially when we have to go to work and are blocked by parents not following the rules,
and stopping in the middle of the road.
Page 4.... On the west side of monmouth road between richmond and Ontario st., ONE HOME

HAS NO OFF-STREET PARKING'. IS THIS IS A LIE MEANTTO DECEIVE THE READER OF THIS
REPORT????? makes it seem like everyone has a driveway except one home.LETS BE CLEAR

ABOUT THIS. ONLY ONE HOME, 1155 MONMOUTH HAS A DRIVEWAY.
And also on page 4 city states conflicting signage. anyone that has attained a drivers license
could figure this out.
Page 5... table 2 it is clear that the school site is constrained.. maybe instead of cramming 500
students into a school that was designed for 140, they could move to wd lowe/ or any other
large school that is sitting idle. and effective bus loading times... nothing requires a bus after
4:00 pm. i have lived at 1147 monmouth since 1969. we need more RESIDENTIAL parking as
people from walker road apartments, and Ontario st. apartments park on the 1100 block.
eliminating east side after school parking will only cause extreme agravation to the exising
RESIDENTS, fighting for a parking spot. Page 6...on street parking/ opposite side ???? THAT

WOULD BE THE WEST SIDE, STOP TRYING TO CONFUSE PEOPLE. a no stopping zone ? so how
would we park in front of our homes?? leave the car rolling ?? 'This policy has two exceptions:

'locations where residents do not have off street parking' AS STATED BEFORE/ ONLY 1 (ONE)
house has off street parking. OR locations with marked spaces serving commercial properties.

THERE ARE NO COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES ON THE 1100 BLOCK OF MONMOUTH! Page 7 ....re
table 3/ the greatest impact to on street parking will be evening and overnight (and weekends!)
will be the elimination of 25 spaces, as currently assigned. Page 8...TABLE 4; SUMMARY OF

RESPONSES-PILLETTE ROAD ON STREET PARKING RECOMMENDATIONS... OKAY, THIS IS
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MONMOUTH ROAD...OBVIOUSLY TRYING TO SQUEEZE THIS THRU/ SO MAYBE THIS WHOLE

FIASCO GETS DEFERED TILL WE RESIDENTS CAN SORT THIS OUT !!! GIVEN THE CITY OF
WINDSOR AND THEIR TERRIBLE ENGINEERING AND PARKING SPACE ISSUES, I AS A LONG TIME
HOMEOWNER, AND TAXPAYER, DEMAND/ THIS GETS DEFERRED. A COPY OF THIS EMAIL WILL
GO TO ALL THE COUNCILLORS , MAYOR, AND WHOEVER ELSE I CAN FIND. P.S..... PERMIT
PARKING. WE ALL WANT IT ON MONMOUTH ROAD. OR JUST MOVE THIS SCHOOL, THAT KEEPS
GETTING MORE PORTABLES STAP, THANKS/

CAMERONTHOMS
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From: Kathy MacFarlane

Sent: Friday, August 18, 2017 10:24 AM

Io:derks,,, ADDITIONAL
Cc: Holt, Chris ,„ ir-^r^n ^^

Subject: Parking on 1100 Block of Monmouth RD.

ITEM NO. y.2.

Hello city council:
[ have lived at 1161 Monmouth Rd. since 1995. I have seen alot of changes since St.
Anne's Catholic school, at the time, was closed and then re-opened to be St. Anne's
French Immersion. I wanted to start out by saying that we are not eligible for permit
parking and we don't have enough frontage to our homes to add parking. Some of us
have parking in the back but since it is not safe to park back there at night without
lighting and it is not plowed or salted for safely walking back there in the winter this
makes it difficult. There is only one house on Monmouth that has parking 1155
Monmouth Rd. ONLY. Also the map attached to the paperwork the city sent out shows
houses at 1186 and 1190 Monmouth which is now owned by St. Anne French
Immersion and is fenced in by them. 1194 Monmouth is vacant.
Right now we are unable to park across from our homes between 8-4 pm school days
only which is okay, but is now is being discussed to be taken away from us. How will
this help this situation. There will be no where in front of the Bed and Breakfast for
parents to quickly drop of their kids and go and also when the school rents out the gym
for sports 3 days a week those cars will have no where to park, leaving residents unable
to get into their homes. We live by Walkerville High School also where it has no parking
infront of the school and no stopping but guess what, parents still do it, so punishing the
residents who obey the rules and pay taxes and live here is not fair. Parking
enforcement is constantly in front ofWalkerviile also so taking parking away from us
after 4 pm is not going to fix the issue.
St. Anne's French Immersion, has way too many students which has alot of teachers
who also don't have enough parking spaces for their own staff and they also park on our
block. We have been fighting this issue for along time and now again the issue seems
to be put on to the residents who live here. The issues has to do with the school, it s to
big to operate in this residential area, the kids don't have much of an outside playground
and kids are running in and out of school buses parked infront of the school and parents
parking everywhere to pick their kids up. The school is going to keep growing and
growing so taking parking away from the residents will NOT help the issues being
discussed. Taking away any parking will cause more of a cluster because parents will
have no where to park.

We also have the Bed and Breakfast that has clients that park on the road, students
from Walkerville who park on the road, apartments on Ontario who don't have parking
lots who park on the road and clients from The Alzheimer's Society that park on the
road. I hope that this is looked at in a fair way for us residents who need to live here
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and have access to our homes. These issues are not ours it's the school issues and not

fair to punish us residents for their issues.

Thank you
Kathy and Andy MacFarlane
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ly
^ADDH-IONAL

Heiio, INFORMATION '' L-lvl 1^- u'I am sending this letter to comment on the major change in parking restrictions for our block. I
feei that these changes are understandable but concerning.
On June 13th, a notice was sent to everyone on Monnnouth Road between the blocks of Ontario
and Richmond. It stated that the city is considering changing schooi-side access to parking in 2
important ways:
1. Movement of the bus loading zone to 1100-1 155 and changing to a zero tolerance
parking policy. Removing the after hours exception for this zone.
2. 1161 -1191 will have a 15-minute, no standing policy on school days. Removing the
after hours exception.
I understand that child safety is a concern. I've witnessed some very close calls just by looking
out the window. The proposed configuration change allows for a larger bus loading zone, which
is needed so less busses idle in the neighbourhood. Parents have a greater chance to drop-off
and pick-up children on the east side of the road which is safer. Most of my concerns involve off
times when the majority of the residences are home and require parking.
Business in the area will feel it's effects. Currently the Alzheimer's Society and the B&B have
parking that's available on both sides of the street lo help with busy times. The Bed and
Breakfast will now have to share parking on one side of the road at all limes and all seasons.
That is going to make things difficult on weekends, which is a majority of it s traffic.
The south end of the block will still have parking on non-school days. However, it shares much
of its school-side parking after 4pm parking with residences on Monmouth and Ontario. Ontario
street has limited parking for the amount of residents living in the vicinity, so the east side of
monmouth road and 1200 block of monrrouth road. Very few of these apartments have on-site
parking and use the 1100 block for parking. Especially the east side of the road. A newly
renovated apartment complex on Ontario between Monmouth and Walker Road will also add six
units to the resident density on this parking end. Not all will have cars, but should be considered
when changing by-laws.
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The entire street also shares parking with the St. Anne's after hours programs that use the gym
at night. Many cars park on both sides of the room and leaves the street at capacity for 2 to 3
hours. With the proposed change, these vehicles will lose much of their parking area. They will
be parking on the residents side of the street. These nights are difficult ajt the current moment.
Removing vital spots during the week will make things more precarious and leave residents
parking outside of the block in the evening.
St. Anne's school employee parking is creating more day time, all-day parking concerns. The
employees of the building will be losing a major parking area near the Richmond and Monmouth
area during the day. Moving the bus loading zone will cause conflicts with the Alzheimer's
society overflow and will start parking close the residences. Lack of parking for it's own
employees is noticeable. Living at 1165 I can even feel it's effects. Full-time employees should
be accommodated by on-site, school parking.

These reasons will cause many inconveniences for us. Very few of us have driveways; and alley
access would be difficult/expensive to change. Currently, winter alley access can be dangerous
under most conditions and the city shouldn't consider the alley as the alternative.
You may contact me at amaisonville(a)gmail.com if you have any questions. 1 will be at cily hall
on wesnesday. Thank you

Best regards,

Aaron Maisonville (1165 Monmouth Road)
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My name is Renee Liping Song/ the owner of Ye Olde Walkeville
Bed and Breakfast/ which is located on 1104 Monmouth Road. As
you know the Ye Olde Walkerville Bed and Breakfast has been in
business for over 20 years. As a window of the city of Windsor/ we
hosted guests coming all around world last year.
In Windsor/ there were a few B&B, but now just two survived. We
work very hard to make the business running and better. But now

the Parking Changes was proposed, it will really affect our
business. We could not tell our guests just to park on cross the
street/ or let our guests move the car in the morning, also our

neighbor some work as shift/ they coming back home at midnight
could not find parking on west side/ and if parking on the east
side/ they have to move the car in the morning, come on, that's
not nice. You also can see and there are cars parking at these area

from houses on Richmond and from down the street of
Monmouth/ because not enough space for the residential parking
for these neighborhood. During the school days/ when the parents
pick up students they are parked on the street for quite a long
time/ and it is not just a quick drop off and pick up. Also parents
picking up their children from the Walkerville High School park on
the street as well.
Because the school is French Immersion program/ a significant

number of the students who attend the school, the school is
extending/ the school need more classrooms and lager

playground. I hope you can come to see when the kids play on the
playground at north side/ it is a narrow L shape outside portable
classrooms, very crowed. We always have all kinds balls fly over.

Picture for the wall.
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So we do not support this Parking Changes. The school should find
a solution for pick up and drop off/ but not restrictions for other
residential parking/ just a few street parking space cannot solve
the problem school's extending. The school need to move to have
a big campus.
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We/ the undersigned residents of Monmouth Road/
disagree with administration's recommendation
that will reduce our available on-street parking/ and

instead urge council to endorse both of the
"alternate approach" referenced as #1 and #2 (page
8 of 10 in report), preserving on-street parking.
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We, the undersigned residents of Monmouth Road/
disagree with administration's recommendation
that will reduce our available on-street parking, and

instead urge council to endorse both of the
"alternate approach" referenced as #1 and #2 (page
8 of 10 in report), preserving on-street parking.
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We, the undersigned residents of Monmouth Road,
disagree with administration's recommendation
that will reduce our available on-street parking, and

instead urge council to endorse both of the
"alternate approach" referenced as #1 and #2 (page
8 of 10 in report), preserving on-street parking.

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
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We/ the undersigned residents of Monmouth Road,
disagree with administration's recommendation
that will reduce our available on-street parking, and

instead urge council to endorse both of the
"alternate approach" referenced as #1 and #2 (page
8 of 10 in report), preserving on-street parking.
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We, the undersigned residents of Monmouth Road,
disagree with administration's recommendation
that will reduce our available on-street parking, and

instead urge council to endorse both of the
"alternate approach" referenced as #1 and #2 (page
8 of 10 in report), preserving on-street parking.
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO

THE CITY OF

ONTARIO. CANADA

TO: Mayor and Members of City Council
FROM: Jeff Hagan, Policy Analyst
DATE: December 1. 2017
SUBJECT: Additional information to report S 124/2017: Windsor Police Service & Parking Enforcement
comments

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That Parking By-law 9023 BE AMENDED as listed and attached in Appendix 1, and
2. That the City Solicitor BE DIRECTED to prepare the necessary documents to amend the by law.

DISCUSSION
Administration received comments from Barry Horrobin, Director of Planning and Physical Resources for Windsor Police
Service (WPS) and Bill Kralovensky, Supervisor of Parking Enforcement, on report S 124/2017 and other issues relating to
transportation and traffic on Monmouth Road and St. Anne's Catholic Elementary School.
The comments are summarized as follows:

Windsor Police Service
• The report recommendations address a number of the issues noted in WPS's Crime Prevention through

Environmental Design (CPTED) audit of St. Anne's CES.
• Consideration should be given to allowing overnight and non-school day parking in the school bus loading zone,
but prohibit parking on school days from 2 hours before the loading zone is needed for buses until 2 hours after.
o This measure is intended as a compromise that acknowledges the neighbourhood's dependence on on-

street parking while also providing a window of time for enforcement to help ensure that the loading
zone is clear when needed.

Parking Enforcement
• Parking Enforcement supports a time-limited school bus loading zone at this location with a suggested effective
time of 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

• Consideration should be given to defining "school day" in Parking By-law 9023 and clarifying that"school day"is
intended to include PA days.
• Currently, there have been no significant issues with clearing the school bus loading zone before school times.
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THE CITY OF

INTER-OFFICE MEMO

ONTARIO. CANADA

Regarding the proposed changes to the effective times of the school bus loading zones:
• Existing signage for the school bus loading zone and no parking zone indicates a time range of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., school days only.
• Current bell times at St. Anne's CES are 8:55 a.m. for arrival and 3:30 p.m. for dismissal. Under the WPS

proposal, parking would be prohibited in the school bus loading zone from 6:55 a.m. (likely rounded off to 7:00
a.m.) and 5:30 p.m.

At the November 29, 2017 meeting of the Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee, the
Committee recommended to waive the School Neighbourhood Policy to make the school bus loading zone and no
parking zone on Monmouth Road effective 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on school days, with parking allowed outside these

times. To address the concerns raised by WPS and Parking Enforcement, Administration recommends that the effective
time be adjusted to 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Regarding the definition of "school day": the term "school day" is not defined in Parking By-law 9023. This is in keeping
with the approach of other municipalities: a spot-checkofthe parking by-laws of various other Ontario municipalities
found that several also use the term "school day" without defining the term. For additional clarity, the term can be
defined in Parking By-law 9023. The by-law amendments in Appendix 1 include an amendment that would define a
school day as a day listed in the calendar of the relevant school board for school activities and includes PA/PD days.
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO

ONTARIO, CANADA

CONCLUSION
if the School Neighbourhood Policy is waived to allow parking overnight and on school days, Administration
recommends that the school bus loading zone and no parking zone be effective 7:00 a.m. to 5: 30 p.m. on school days.

Administration recommends defining the term "school day" in Parking By-law 9023.
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AMENDMENTS TO PARKING BY-LAW 9023

ITEM

1

REGULATION
BB - School
Bus Loading
Zones

DELETE

STREET

Mon mouth

Rd

SIDE

East

FROM
A Point
33 Metres

North Of

Ontario St

A Point

2

A - Limited
Parking On

DELETE

Monmouth

Rd

58 Metres
East

South Of

Richmond

St

TO

ADDITIONAL
RESTRICTIONS

A Point 70
Metres
Richmond

St

A Point 70
Metres

Richmond

St

15 Minute Limit -

8:30 AM To 3:30

PM - School Days

A Point 24

3

C - No Parking

DELETE

Monmouth

Rd

East

Richmond

St

4

Zones

ADD

5

C - No Parking

ADD

Monmouth

Rd

East

Richmond

A Point

A Point 15

87 Metres
South of
Richmond

Metres
South of
Richmond

7:00 AM to 5:30 PM
- School Days

A Point 87
Metres
South of
Richmond

7:00 AM to 5:30 PM

Facilitate

- School Days

enforcement

St

Monmouth

Rd

East

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

Metres

South Of
St

BB - School
Bus Loading

REASON

School
Neighbourhood
Policy

South Of

South Of

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Ontario St

Facilitate
enforcement

St

St
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AMENDMENTS TO PARKING BY-LAW9023

ITEM

6

SECTION

TEXT

Main Body
After
Section 1.(34B)

"School Day" shall mean a day when school activities at the nearest school are identified on
the calendar of the relevant school board, including, but not restricted to, regular school days,

ADD

exam days, professional activity days, professional development days, and journees
pedagogiques.
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REASON

Clarify by-law

Item No. 8.7
Environment, Transportation & Public Safety Standing Committee
Meeting Held November 29, 2017

City of Windsor - Dieppe Park Riverfront Walkway Lighting, Benches and trash
receptacles. - Ward 3
Moved by: Councillor Francis
Seconded by: Councillor Holt
Decision Number: ETPS 548
THAT City Council APPROVE a pre-commitment of funds from project #PFO-001-14
Central Riverfront Park Improvements in the amount of $685,114 approved in principle
under the five year capital plan in years 2020 & 2021 for lighting, benches and garbage
receptacles in Dieppe Park along the Riverfront walkway; and further;
THAT the Corporate Leader of Parks, Recreation Culture and Facilities or designate,
BE AUTHORIZED to issue an RFP to select new lighting, benches and trash
receptacles as well as a tender for the construction works required to install lighting
benches and trash receptacles in Dieppe Park; and further;
THAT subject to the tenders and request for proposal(s) falling within the approved
capital budget, that the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to
sign agreements as required with the successful bidder(s), satisfactory in legal form to
the City Solicitor, in technical content with the Corporate Leader of Parks Recreation
and Culture and Facilities, and in financial content to City Treasurer.
Carried.
Councillor Borrelli was absent from the meeting when the vote was taken on this matter.
Report No.: S 204/2017
Clerk’s File No: APM/4691
(Administrative Report attached which was
previously distributed as part of the
Standing Committee Agenda)

Clerk’s Note: The recommendation of both the Standing Committee and Administration
are the same.
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Council Report: S 204/2017

Subject: City of Windsor - Dieppe Park Riverfront Walkway Lighting,
Benches and trash receptacles. - Ward 3
Reference:
Date to Council: 11/29/2017
Author: Terry Fasan
Parks Technologist
519-253-2300 ext2754
tfasan@citywindsor.ca
Parks
Report Date: 10/31/2017
Clerk’s File #: APM/4691
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council APPROVE a pre-commitment of funds from project #PFO-001-14
Central Riverfront Park Improvements in the amount of $685,114 approved in principle
under the five year capital plan in years 2020 & 2021 for lighting, benches and garbage
receptacles in Dieppe Park along the Riverfront walkway and further;
THAT the Corporate Leader of Parks, Recreation Culture and Facilities or designate,
BE AUTHORIZED to issue an RFP to select new lighting, benches and trash
receptacles as well as a tender for the construction works required to install lighting
benches and trash receptacles in Dieppe Park, and further;
THAT subject to the tenders and request for proposal(s) falling within the approved
capital budget, that the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to
sign agreements as required with the successful bidder(s), satisfactory in legal form to
the City Solicitor, in technical content with the Corporate Leader of Parks Recreation
and Culture and Facilities, and in financial content to City Treasurer.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
Dieppe Park is a regional park that graces the banks of Windsor along the Detroit River.
This park attracts visitors from near and far year round to see its beautifully manicured
gardens and world renowned skyline view.
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Dieppe Park was officially dedicated in 1959. The park is named after Dieppe, France,
where the Essex Scottish Regiment of Windsor, along with other units of the 2 nd
Canadian Division, made an assault landing on August 19, 1942. This park has been
named in honour of all the men and women who served in this engagement and to the
memory of men and women from this area who served in Canada’s armed forces in
World War II. Dieppe Gardens is one of the most visited parks in the City designed for
relaxation, recreation and as a place of civic pride.

On September 5, 2000 Council approved the Central Riverfront Implementation Plan
also known as the CRIP. Since the plan was first approved a number of projects have
been successfully implemented by the parks department such as the Peace Beacon,
Bert Weeks, many trails and recreation ways along the riverfront as well as a number of
monuments and memorials. Dieppe Park is the primary venue for many great city
events, including the Mayors walk, the tugboat races, and the international fireworks
display. It is also the home to a great number of veterans’ monuments and memorials
as well as the Great Canadian Flag and plaza which stands proud at the base of
Ouellette Ave.

Discussion:
Lighting and benches are an important site feature along the riverfront, providing
security and comfort for park users of every age. The previous waterfront lighting and
benches were removed in 2017 to implement major repairs to the Dieppe Riverfront
walkway as per CR 229/2016. They were in poor condition and could not be reinstalled.
The recent improvements including the replacement of the walkway along Dieppe’s’
riverfront were expedited and carried out earlier than originally identified in the long term
capital budget due to failing infrastructure and approved grant funding. Lighting,
benches and trash receptacles are also identified in the five year capital plan as the
second phase of this project. Administration is recommending that funding for this
portion of the project also be brought forward in order to complete this segment of the
riverfront. The absence of lighting, benches and trash receptacles in this park will make
the space unwelcome for patrons especially at night due to insufficient lighting levels.
The replacement of lighting, benches and trash receptacles will be procured in
accordance with the City of Windsor purchasing Bylaw.

Risk Analysis:
The absence of lighting along this stretch of riverfront poses a moderate risk to patron’s
safety especially after dark. The implementation of lighting significantly reduces this risk
for patrons. In addition the absence of site furnishings including trash receptacles and
benches contributes to poor city image and lack of basic amenities. The
implementation of site furnishings will mitigate this risk and will provide park users a
place to rest and dispose of waste in a responsible manner.

Financial Matters:
The 2017 five year capital budget identifies funding in 2020 for lighting and benches
along the riverfront walkway in the amount of $500,000. In 2021 an additional
$2,450,000 is identified for on-going improvements along the central riverfront.
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Administration is requesting a pre commitment of $500,000 from 2020 and $185,114
from 2021 in order to implement lighting, benches and trash receptacles in Dieppe Park.
Estimated costs are as follows:

Estimated cost for Lighting and Site Furnishings

Site security

$

5,000.00

New light poles (50 units)

$ 150,000.00

Installation of light poles

$ 80,000.00

Electrical feeds and misc

$ 15,000.00

Excavation for lighting

$ 20,000.00
$270,000.00

Flat work

$ 45,000.00

Benches (30 units)

$ 65,000.00

Garbage receptacles (25 units)

$ 50,000.00

Installation of bench and garbage receptacle

$ 35,000.00

Restoration/beautification

$ 50,000.00
$245,000.00

Non-recoverable portion of HST (1.76%)

$

9,064.00

Project management costs (12%)

$ 61,800.00

Contingency (15%)

$ 77,250.00
$148,114.00

Interest fee (1.75% per annum)

$ 22,000.00
$22,000.00

Estimated total project cost

$685,114.00
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Consultations:
Mike Clement, Manager, Parks Development.
Heidi Baillargeon, Landscape Architect.
Melissa Osborne – Senior Manager Asset Planning

Conclusion:
The pre-committed funds from the 2020 and 2021 capital budget years respectively will
allow the Parks Department to complete this segment of the riverfront walkway with new
lighitng and benches and site furnishings as outlined in the Central Riverfront
Implementaion Plan.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title
Acting Manager Parks Development

Heidi Baillargeon

Financial Planning Administrator

Mark Friel

Corporate Leader of Parks, Recreation &
Culture and Facilities

Jan Wilson

City Solicitor

Shelby Askin Hager

City Treasurer

Joe Mancina

Chief Administrative Officer

Onorio Colucci
Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
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Item No. 11.1
Council Report: C 215/2017

Subject: Proposed Expropriation of Part of the Common Elements of
Essex Condo Corp. No 22 designated as Pts 2, 3 & 4 on Plan 12R-26985
for the purposes of permanent sewer easements - City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Patrick T. Brode
Senior Legal Counsel
(519) 255-6100 x6377
pbrode@citywindsor.ca
Legal Services, Real Estate & Risk Management
Report Date: 11/20/2017
Clerk’s File #: SW/8513
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
Usually, the administration makes a recommendation on the issue before Council. But
in the case of an expropriation, the sole discretion to be made is by City Council on
whether or not to proceed. Should Council wish to proceed, the following wording could
be used:
“That the City Council of the City of Windsor acting as an approving authority
under the Expropriations Act hereby resolves to expropriate the lands described
as part of the common elements of Essex Condominium Corporation No. 22
described as parts 2, 3 and 4 on 12R-26985 in the City of Windsor, County of
Essex for the purposes of a permanent sewer easement and authorizes the CAO
and the City Clerk to execute the necessary Expropriation Plan and register the
same on title, as well as the Certificate of Approval, section 25 Offers to Settle,
and all other necessary documents.”

Executive Summary:
N/A
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Background:
The Riverside Drive Vista Project has been the subject of previous Council reports and
approvals. Essentially the work entails road widening for Riverside Drive East, re-paving
much of the existing roadway and the installation of sewers. Council has previously
authorized the City Solicitor to initiate expropriation proceedings to obtain the required
lands.
The Notices of Application for Approval to Expropriate (Schedule “A”) was served on the
the Owner, Essex Condominium Corporation No. 22, and a copy served with the City
Clerk on behalf of the Approving Authority, the Council of the City of Windsor. Notices
were also published three times in the local newspaper.
The time period for requesting a Hearing of Necessity into whether or not the taking is
fair, sound and reasonably necessary has passed.

Discussion:
It is submitted that the taking of these lands are necessary for the Riverside Drive Vista
project.
In expropriation cases, City Council sits as an “approving authority” to determine under
section 8(1) of the Act whether to approve the taking, approve it with modifications, or
not to take the land at all.

Risk Analysis:
These lands are required as part of the roadwork as well as the improvements to the
sewage system.

Financial Matters:
Costs associated with this matter are expected to be a nominal amount and will be
charged to the Riverside Vista Project account.
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Consultations:
Mark DiPasquale, Financial Planning Administrator
Jane Z. He, Engineer III, Engineering Department

Conclusion:
Acting as an approving authority, City Council may make whatever decision it feels
appropriate. If it desires to proceed with the taking, wording has been provided in the
recommendation.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Patrick T. Brode

Senior Legal Counsel

Shelby Askin Hager

City Solicitor

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer

Mark Winterton

City Engineer

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
1

Schedule A
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Form 2
Expropriations Act
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL TO EXPROPRIATE LAND

IN THE MATTER OF an application by The Corporation of the City of Windsor
for approval to expropriate land being Part of the common elements of Essex
Condominium Plan No. 22, designated as Parts 2, 3 and 4 on Plan 12R-26985, all in the
City of Windsor, County of Essex for the purposes of permanent sewer easements located
in the common elements.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that application has been made for approval to
expropriate the land described as follows:
Part of the common elements of Essex Condominium Plan No. 22,
designated as Parts 2, 3 and 4 on Plan 12R-26985, City of Windsor,
County of Essex
Any owner of lands in respect of which notice is given who desires an inquiry into
whether the taking of such land is fair, sound and reasonably necessary in the
achievement of the objectives of the expropriating authority shall so notify the approving
authority in writing,
(a)

in case of a registered owner, served personally or by
registered mail within thirty days after the registered owner is
serviced with the notice, or, when the registered owner is
served by publication, within thirty days after the first
publication of the notice;

(b)

in the case of an owner who is not a registered owner, within
thirty days after the first publication of the notice.

The approving authority is:
The City Council of the City of Windsor
City Hall, P. O. Box 1607
350 City Hall Square West
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 6S1
Name of expropriating authority:
The Corporation of the City of Windsor
Shelby Askin Hager
City Solicitor
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Item No. 11.2
Council Report: C 226/2017

Subject: Corporate LED Lighting Conversion City Wide
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Sergio Grando
Manager of Energy Initiatives
Asset Planning Department
Phone: (519) 255-6100 x 6123
Email: sgrando@citywindsor.ca
Asset Planning
Report Date: 11/28/2017
Clerk’s File #: APM/12816
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT Council APPROVE the implementation of an LED lighting retrofit and redesign
conversion project for 32 Corporation facilities not to exceed $3,454,460 exclusive of
HST; and,
THAT Council APPROVE awarding MCW Energy Solutions Ltd. for the provision of
services to include lighting retrofit, redesign, procurement, and construction
management for the balance of the LED project at a cost not to exceed $234,800
exclusive of HST; and,
THAT Council APPROVE a pre-commitment of $1,042,475 for LED lighting conversion
approved in principle in the 2019 capital budget plan to partially fund the lighting project;
and further,
THAT Council APPROVE a pre-commitment of $55,000 approved in principle in the
2018 capital budget and a further $5,000 approved in principle in 2020 capital budget
for lighting timers and sensors to partially fund the lighting project; and,
THAT Council APPROVE an allocation of $366,147 from the Sewer Surcharge Reserve
Fund #153 to partially fund the LED lighting project specific to work at the pollution
control plants and that the associated annual operational savings of $80,548 for those
sites as a result of this project be transferred annually to the Sewer Surcharge Reserve
Fund until the $366,147 is replenished after which the $80,548 is annually transferred to
the Pollution Control Plant Reserves to assist with funding needs for these locations;
and,
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THAT Council APPROVE an allocation of $212,739 from the funds allocated for the
improvements of Parking Garages #1 and #2 to partially fund the LED lighting project
and that the associated annual operational savings of $51,896 be transferred to the Offstreet Parking Reserve Fund #138; and,
THAT Council APPROVE the balance of the required funding, $1,773,099, be funded by
the net annual savings estimated at $418,427; and,
THAT Council APPROVE the establishment of a Corporate Facilities Maintenance
Reserve Fund dedicated to asset renewals funded by an annual transfer from operating
budget savings in the amount of $313,820 once the original capital amount for the LED
project is paid off; and,
THAT Council APPROVE the annual transfer from operational budget savings in the
amount of $104,607 to the Energy Reserve Fund #188; and,
THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk are AUTHORIZED to sign as may
be required agreements and contracts, and such documents to be satisfactory in form to
the City Solicitor, in technical content to Senior Manager of Asset Planning, and in
financial content to the Chief Financial Officer and City Treasurer.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
CR 245/2017 authorized administration to execute an agreement with MCW Custom
Energy Solutions Ltd. to provide a lighting audit, detailed redesign, and construction
management of 30 City facilities at a cost of $157,525 (exclusive of HST). The cost was
funded from the $1.2 million approved in principle in the 2019 capital budget for an LED
upgrade.
The purpose of the lighting audit / redesign was to convert all existing lighting to LED
technology. The 30 facilities selected represent the highest electricity consumers within
the Corporation’s building portfolio.
Subsequently, administration deemed it prudent to add Parking Garage #1 (Chatham
and Goyeau) and Parking Garage #2 (Pelissier Street) as the Traffic Division was
planning a future LED conversion at these two sites.
The lighting audit was completed in mid November 2017. Table 1 below contains the
list of lighting retrofit and redesign measures that MCW considered for the City of
Windsor.
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It should be noted that the $1.2 million lighting capital project, approved in principle in
the 2019 capital budget, was derived from a high level administrative analysis of
estimated costs undertaken in 2015. It did not contemplate the detailed audit, lighting
redesign and construction budget analysis undertaken by MCW which involved a
comprehensive building by building and room by room review of existing light fixtures
and assigning the appropriate lighting solution.
Table 1
MEASURE NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6

DESCRIPTION

LED retrofit & redesign Retrofit of interior T8 fluorescent fixtures with energy-efficient
(T8 LED tubes)
LED lamps and the replacement of ballasts with high efficiency
ballasts.
New LED fixtures
Replacement of existing fixtures with new LED luminaries with
high efficiency drivers. This includes both fixtures mounted
below 14’ and those found in high ceiling applications.
New LED retrofit kits
Retrofit of existing fluorescent fixtures and down-lights with new
LED retrofit kits.
LED screw-in lamp Retrofit of existing screw in and pin based lamps with new LED
replacement
screw in and pin based lamps.
Lighting
controls Installation of stand-alone occupancy sensors in spaces where
(occupancy sensors)
no controls are present.
Exterior lighting, new Replacement of existing exterior non-LED fixtures with new
led fixtures
exterior LED luminaires with high efficiency drivers.

The majority of the facilities will require implementation of all or most of the measures
identified in Table 1 above.

Discussion:
According to the lighting audit, implementing all the lighting measures that apply to the
32 facilities will result in the cost / benefit analysis identified in Table 2 below.
Table 2
Electricity Consumption Reduction (kWh)
Total Project Cost

3,825,495
$3,650,187

Provincial Incentives

($195,727)

Net Project Cost
Annual Operational Savings

$3,454,460
$550,871

Simple Payback (years)

6.3

The costs identified in Table 2, while estimates, are indicative of current market prices
for lighting fixtures, and the construction component.
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As demonstrated in Table 2, the estimated project cost exceeds the capital allocation of
$1.2 million approved in principle in the 2019 capital budget.
Implementing an LED lighting conversion project that matches the available capital
funds would involve a pre-commitment of the $1,042,475 which represent the balance
of the original $1.2 million LED Lighting Conversion project approved in principle in
2019 capital budget plan. In addition, a pre-commitment of $60,000 from the Lighting
Sensors and Timers capital project which has $55,000 approved in principle for 2018
and $5,000 in 2020. This would result in $1,102,475 of available capital funds for the
implementation of approximately 30% of the lighting project as identified in MCW’s audit
report leaving an unfunded amount of $2,351,985 for the project.
Table 3 below identifies what portion of the total project could be completed if additional
funding of $2,351,985 is not approved. .
Table 3
Electricity Consumption Reduction (kWh)
Total Project Cost

1,329,583
$1,165,584

Provincial Incentives

($66,479)

Net Project Cost*
Annual Operational Savings

$1,089,105
$191,460

Simple Payback (years)
5.7
*The net project cost of $1,089,105 is slightly less than available funding of $1,102,475.

Utilizing existing capital funds would result in operational savings of $191,460
representing a simple payback of 5.7 years compared to operational savings of
$550,871 and a payback of 6.3 years if the full extent of the project is undertaken.
Administration’s Proposal
The lighting audit undertaken by MCW has identified over 3.8 million kWh of potential
electricity savings which will result in annual operational savings of $550,871. Based on
these significant saving opportunities, Administration is proposing implementing all of
the recommendations identified in the lighting audit at a total cost of $3,454,460, net of
provincial incentives in the amount of $195,727 and excluding non-recoverable HST.
The funding sources to assist with implementing the entire project are identified as
follows:
1 – Pre-commitment of funds available from the capital budget plan - $1,102,475.
As previously mentioned herein the LED Lighting Conversion project has a balance of
$1,042,475 remaining from the original $1.2 million approved in principle for 2019
capital plan.
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In addition there is $60,000 Lighting Sensors and Timers capital project of approved in
principle in the 2017 5 year Capital Budget.
It is recommended both projects be pre-committed for use on this project.
2 – Upgrades to Parking Garages #1 and #2.
Council is currently considering improvements to the City’s two parking structures. Part
of the upgrades includes safety, aesthetics, and cleanliness features of which LED
lighting can play an important role. The lighting audit has identified the cost of $212,739
for the LED conversion of the two sites. The Senior Manager of Traffic Operations and
Parking has agreed, subject to Council approval, to include the required funds to
upgrade the lighting to LED technology in the larger plan for the rehabilitation of these 2
parking structures.
Council’s approval of this funding source would result in annual operational savings
directly attributable to these parking garages estimated at $51,896. It is recommended
that those savings be directed to the Off-street Parking Reserve Fund #138 for future
needs to maintain and sustain these parking garages.
3 – Sewer Surcharge Reserve Fund
The lighting audit has identified the cost of $366,147 for the LED conversion at Lou
Romano Water Reclamation Plant (LRWRP) and Little River Pollution Control Plant
(LRPCP). Since these locations are funded by Sewer Surcharge it is recommended
that the cost to improve the lighting at these locations be funded from the Sewer
Surcharge Reserve.
The annual operational savings expected to be achieved at LRWRP and LRPCP as a
result of this project is $80,548. These savings would be transferred annually to the
Sewer Surcharge Reserve Fund #153 until the initial investment of $366,147 is
replenished. It is recommended that once the original capital investment is replenished
the $80,548 in sewer surcharge savings be redirected to the Pollution Control Reserves
to help offset funding requirements to sustain the plants and pump stations.
Administration is recommending that the net unfunded project capital cost of $1,773,099
be financed from the estimated balance of the net annual savings of $418,427 which
would result in a simple payback period of 4.2 years as demonstrated in Table 4 below.

Table 4
Project Cost to be funded

$3,650,187

Less: Incentive funding
Less: Identified Project funding

($195,727)
($1,102,475)
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Less: Sewer Surcharge funding (for plants)

($366,147)

Less: Parking garage funding
Net Project Cost Unfunded

($212,739)
$1,773,099

Annual Savings
$550,871
Less: Portion transferred to Off-Street Parking
($132,444)
and Sewer Surcharge Reserves
Net Annual Savings
$418,427
Simple Payback (years)

4.2

Asset Management
Upon repayment of the $1,773,099, administration is proposing that the future annual
savings of $418,427 be transferred on a 75% basis ($313,820) to a newly established
Corporate Facilities Reserve Fund and the 25% balance ($104,607) to the Energy
Reserve Fund #188.
As Council is aware the 2018 Corporate Asset Management Plan (AMP), as per
Council’s direction, will be providing 20 year projections for the City’s assets. Some
information has come forward ahead of the AMP for specific assets such as roads,
playground, buses and trees based on additional data and condition information
gathered over the past 5 years indicating annual funding increases required to sustain
the assets at current service levels over the next 20 years.
Based on recently completed condition assessments for 72 of our priority facilities
additional funding to avoid further regression of facility service levels over the next 20
years will be required. To help address this challenge Administration is recommending
that after the 4.2 year payback on this project that $313,820 be allocated to a Corporate
Facility Reserve.
This reserve would be used for any capital maintenance or
rehabilitation needs throughout our City facilities as recommended by the Corporate
Leader for Parks, Culture, Recreation and Facilities. Approval of this recommendation
will allow Administration to adopt this funding source into their 20 year funding needs
projections for facilities, which will help to reduce the total funding shortfall that will
inevitably be identified through the Asset Management Plan.
The allocation of the remaining savings of $104,607 to an Energy Reserve Fund will
assist in allowing future energy projects to be implemented with defined funding. This
will allow the savings opportunities to become available sooner than what would
otherwise be expected if the savings were used solely to fund energy projects.

Project Implementation
MCW Custom Energy Solutions completed the lighting audit for the 32 facilities and
accordingly has a very detailed understanding of all the wide and varied lighting
requirements for each site. In addition, MCW has already allocated approximately
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$109,075 associated with lighting redesign and construction management fees
previously approved under CR 245/2017. This represents approximately 30% of the
entire proposed LED project. Accordingly, through a Sole Source process and
consistent with Purchasing Bylaw #93-2012 and amendments thereto, administration is
recommending that MCW be retained to provide a turnkey solution to include
procurement support, detailed engineering design, project management and
construction management services for the balance of the LED lighting project.
Implementation of the entire project will require 24-30 months with a target start date of
March 2018 and site construction to commence generally following the close of regular
business hours. To this end administration is proposing that the project be divided into
three relatively equal construction phases.
This will be achieved through a
prequalification process for general constructors in accordance with Purchasing Bylaw
93-2012.
This process will afford the City to take advantage of competitive pricing as well as any
technological advancement throughout each of the three construction phases.
Tender specifications will be issued as each construction phases becomes ready for
implementation. The approved pre-qualified contractors will have an opportunity to
submit prices as each phase becomes ready for implementation.

Risk Analysis:
A very low risk has been identified as LED is a proven technology having a better than
average payback period. By not implementing any or all the proposed LED lighting
project would forgo substantial annual operational savings up to $550,871, and would
reduce the amount of incentive funding we would qualify for.

Financial Matters:
The total Project cost for the LED lighting conversion of 32 of the City’s highest
electricity users is $3,650,187.
The project, when fully implemented will reduce annual electricity consumption by
3,825,495 kWh.
The table below outlines the recommended funding strategy for the entire project.
Project Cost to be funded
Less: Incentive funding

$3,650,187
($195,727)

Less: Identified Project funding

($1,102,475)

Less: Sewer Surcharge funding (for plants)
Less: Parking garage funding

($366,147)
($212,739)

Net Project Cost funded by net annual savings

$1,773,099
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of $418,427
Annual Savings
$550,871
Less: Portion transferred to Off-Street Parking
($132,444)
and Sewer Surcharge Reserves
Net Annual Savings
$418,427
Simple Payback (years)
4.2

The annual net balance of operational savings in the amount of $418,427 ($550,871
less $51,896 and $80,548) is proposed to finance the unfunded capital costs of
$1,773,099. The simple payback period is approximately 4.2 years. Upon repayment
of the capital costs, the balance of the operational savings will be transferred on 72/25%
basis to the newly established Corporate Facilities Reserve Fund and Energy Reserve
Fund #188 respectively.

Consultations:
MCW Custom Energy Solutions Ltd.
Senior Manager of Facilities
Senior Manager of Pollution Control
Senior Manager of Traffic Operations and Parking

Conclusion:
LED technology while relatively new has proven to reduce both electricity and
maintenance costs. The City has achieved significant financial success with the LED
conversions of Streetlights and the WFCU Centre’s four arenas. Converting to LED
technology in 32 facilities that represent the City’s top ranked electricity consumers will
generate annual operational savings of over $550,000. Administration is recommending
proceeding with the entire LED conversion as identified in MCW’s lighting audit. If the
project is approved construction will commence by spring 2018

Planning Act Matters:
N/A
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Approvals:
Name

Title

Melissa Osborne

Senior Manager of Asset Planning

John Wolf

Senior Manager of Traffic Operations and
Parking

Chris Manzon

Senior Manager of Pollution Control

Jan Wilson

Corporate Leader of Parks, Recreation,
Culture and Facilities

Tom Graziano

Senior Manager of Facilities

Alex Vucinic

Purchasing Manager

Mark Winterton

City Engineer

Katherine Pham

Financial Planning Administrator

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer / City Treasurer

Shelby Askin Hager

City Solicitor

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
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Item No. 11.3
Council Report: C 234/2017

Subject: CQ45-2017 Parking Garage Improvements - Ward 3
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: John Wolf
Senior Manager Traffic Operations, Parking and Transportation Planning
519-255-6791
jwolf@citywindsor.ca
Public Works - Operations
Report Date: 12/1/2017
Clerk’s File #: APM/12685
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
To Council FOR DIRECTION.

Executive Summary:
N/A

Background:
At the meeting of City Council on October 16, 2017, Councillor Sleiman asked CQ452017, which states “Asks that in light of Council decision to sell the Canderel Garage,
Administration report back on recommended improvements to both the Goyeau and
Pelissier Street parking garages to improve safety and security, cleanliness and
appearance using a portion of the proceeds from the sale of the Canderel garage”.
The Goyeau Street garage was constructed in the 1965, while the Pelissier Street
garage was constructed in 1979. Capital Rehabilitation Projects are undertaken each
year to ensure structural integrity of the garages is maintained. These projects are
funded from the Off Street Reserve Fund which has been in a deficit balance for a
number of years. The Reserve should return to a surplus balance at the end of 2017.
Given the state of the Reserve, Funds have not been available to undertake specific
aesthetic improvements over the years.

Discussion:
There are various options available to improve the safety, security, cleanliness and
appearance of the Goyeau and Pelissier Street garages. Order of magnitude estimates
where obtained from L.P. Meyer and Associates for works associated with aesthetic
improvements to the two garages.
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The elements considered for the Goyeau garage, provide for the restoration and
updating of the original elements of the facility, while also allowing some elements to
bring it into the present day. The order of magnitude estimate of $2.1 million is made up
as follows:
Restore Vertical Aluminum Box Struts

$75,000

Sandblast and Restore Concrete Perimeter Soffit, replace $120,000
roof membrane and add drought resistant Prairie Grass
landscape
Restore Exit Helix Roof Membrane and add drought
resistant Prairie Grass landscape

$50,000

Sandblast and Restore Exterior Concrete Vertical Panels
and seal

$44,000

Restore North Elevator Vertical Illuminated Sign

$30,000

Remove grade level Granulux Finishes and replace with
Ceramic Tiles

$60,000

Replace all Mandoors, Frames and Hardware on all
levels

$88,000

Elevator lobbies all levels – ceramic tiles on accent walls,
floors

$35,000

Remove ceramic tiles in stairwells, on all levels and
replace with traffic-bearing membrane with anti-slip
broadcast

$355,000

Restore parking deck surfaces covered in All Guard
(walls, columns, ceiling)

$560,000

Place galvanized HSS 2’0’ wide running the full length of
each architectural panel and add climbing Horticultural
Feature

$95,000

Vertical Architectural Panel LED Lighting

$58,000

Grade Level Mullion and Glazing Replacement

$260,000

Architectural Contingency for additional features which
may be indentified during the project

$270,000
$2,100,000 + HST (Fully
recoverable)

Excludes design, engineering, inspection costs, LED lighting and cameras
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The work proposed above pays homage to the original design of the garage by J. P.
Thompson and Associates. The Goyeau garage’s original 1960’s motif is emphasised
while still bringing the facility into the present day. The blue vertical mullions and
concrete architectural panels rising from level one (1) to level six (6) are restored to
original. A trellis feature is added to each of the vertical architectural panels, drought
resistant low maintenance climbing landscaping is also added along with up-lighting of
these vertical features. Low maintenance prairie grass landscape is added to the 1st
level soffit.
All wall and ceiling treatments in the stairwells, elevator lobbies and on the parking
decks will be removed and replaced with a new protective All-Guard product. The
ceramic tiles in all stairwells are removed and replaced with a light coloured trafficbearing membrane with accent veins. This product is non-permeable and does not
retain odors, which is a problem currently experienced.
Lighting plays an important part in security. Conversion of lighting from the current
lighting fixtures to new LED fixtures on all parking levels, in the stairwells and elevator
lobbies has been planned and is recommended in report C226-2017 “32 Facilities LED
Conversion”. Preliminary budget estimates for the LED conversion are $109,954 plus
HST for the Goyeau garage and $102,785 plus HST for the Pelissier garage.
To increase security, additional CCTV cameras will be installed to supplement those
already in operation and eliminate dead zones which may exist. The estimated cost for
three (3) to four (4) CCTV cameras per floor with the corresponding video server would
be in the order of $30,000 per garage plus HST.
The total cost for the proposed works in the Goyeau garage including the lighting and
CCTV cameras as noted above would be $2,239,954 plus HST. Design, engineering
and inspection costs are in addition to this.
The works suggested for the Pelissier garage would again pay homage to the original
garage elements with some additional features to bring it to the present day. These
include installing illuminated signage at the entry on Park Street and replacing the
illuminated signage on Pelissier. Accent and up-lighting is also included for the exterior
vertical columns and walls for the facility.
The order of magnitude estimate for the Pelissier Street garage is $1.3 million plus HST
and is comprised of the following:
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Replace Exterior Handrails on Levels 1 through 3

$120,000

Add Illuminated Signs on West and North Elevations

$60,000

Replace all Mandoors, Frames and Hardware

$120,000

Elevator lobbies all levels – ceramic tiles on accent walls,
floors

$18,000

Remove ceramic tiles in stairwells, on all levels and
replace with traffic-bearing membrane with anti-slip
broadcast

$395,000

Add LED lighting features to exterior walls and columns

$70,000

Add full glass sliding door to central elevator lobby

$42,000

Remove and replace all window glazing

$60,000

Enhance architectural features of security kiosk

$115,000

Architectural Contingency for additional features which
may be indentified during the project

$300,000
$1,300,000 + HST (Fully
recoverable)

Excludes design, engineering, inspection costs, LED lighting and cameras
The conversion to LED lighting in stairwells, elevator lobbies and on all parking levels as
noted above is estimated at $102,785 plus HST and the placement of additional CCTV
cameras to expand coverage on all levels is estimated at $30,000 plus HST.
The total cost for the proposed works in the Pelissier garage inclusive of the lighting and
CCTV cameras as noted above would be $1,432,785 plus HST. Design, engineering
and inspection costs are in addition to this.

Risk Analysis:
The works noted above address aesthetic, security, cleanliness and maintenance
issues in the garages. There is a moderate to high likelihood that should council
proceed with the works, there will be more favorable public opinion about the facilities,
cleanliness will improve as lower maintenance products and features are introduced
and improved lighting and expanded security camera coverage is implemented.
Should Council not approve the works, there is a high likelihood public opinion of the
facilities will continue to be negative as no improvements will take place.
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There is a high likelihood that the Off-Street Reserve Fund would take several years to
build to the point where it would be able to fund any of these aesthetic works as the
primary focus of the projects it funds are related to the structural integrity of the facilities.

Financial Matters:
High level estimates for these works are included below:
Goyeau Garage
Beautification Project Work

2,100,000

LED Lighting

109,954

CCTV Cameras

30,000

Design, Engineering and Inspection

250,000
2,489,954

Pelissier Garage
Beautification Project Work

1,300,000

LED Lighting

102,785

CCTV Cameras

30,000

Design, Engineering and Inspection

150,000
1,582,785

Should Council wish to proceed with these works, funding could come from the $6
million in proceeds received from the sale of the Canderel Parking garage.

Consultations:
Finance – Cindy Becker

Conclusion:
The works suggested restore and highlight the aesthetic features on the garages paying
homage to their original design while providing elements to bring them into the present
day. Upgrading of the stairwells, wall treatments, etc to provide for brighter areas with
low maintenance, improving lighting through LED conversion and increasing CCTV
camera coverage on all levels are also recommended.
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Should Council wish to move away from the original design, an RFP could be issued to
receive various options on changing the look of these facilities.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Cindy Becker

Financial Planning Admin.

Dwayne Dawson

Executive Director of Operations

Mark Winterton

City Engineer

Joe Mancina

City Treasurer

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name

Address

Email

Appendices:
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Item No. 11.4

Council Report: C 220/2017

Subject: Concession Group Canada Inc. (CGC) Request for Agreement
Amendments
Reference:
Date to Council: 12/18/2017
Author: Andrew Daher
Manager, Arena's & WFCU Centre
adaher@citywindsor.ca
519-974-7373 ext 4617
Recreation and Culture
Report Date: 11/23/2017
Clerk’s File #: SR/12584
To: Mayor and Members of City Council

Recommendation:
THAT City Council APPROVE Option #3 to amend the payment terms of the agreement
between the City and Concessions Group Canada Inc. (CGC); and further,
THAT City Council AMEND and CONSOLIDATE the two existing agreements between
the City and Concessions Group Canada Inc. Into one agreement which includes the
new terms as well as the restrictive covenant that CGC shall not sell pizza or pizza
related products in, on, to, or in connection with the Capri Pizzeria Recreation Complex;
and further,
THAT the Chief Administrative Officer and City Clerk BE AUTHORIZED to execute and
sign the amended agreement, satisfactory in technical content to the Executive Director
of Recreation and Culture, in financial content to the Chief Financial Officer and City
Treasurer, and in form to the City Solicitor.

Executive Summary:
N/A
Background:
On February 1, 2016, Council Resolution CR58/2016 approved the issuance of a
Request for Proposals (RFP) for the operation of the concession at Adie Knox Arena
(AKA), Forest Glade Arena (FGA), South Windsor Recreation Complex (SWRC), WFCU
Centre Community Area (WFCU) and the Windsor International Aquatic and Training
Centre (WIATC). On June 20, 2016, City Council approved (CR395/2016) the execution
of an agreement with the successful proponent, Concessions Group Canada Inc.
(CGC), for a five year period covering the arenas at AKA, FGA, SWRC and the WFCU.
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Subsequent to that date, on September 06, 2016, City Council approved (CR559/2016)
the issuance of an RFP for a full service food and beverage operation (with an option for
the inclusion of liquor licensing), at the WIATC including Adventure Bay Family Water
Park. On April 10, 2017, City Council approved (CR205/2017) the execution of an
agreement with the successful proponent, CGC to offer concession services at the
WIATC, excluding the service of alcohol.
CGC is a reputable company that has been in business for over 27 years. They operate
in 11 different cities throughout Ontario and have concessions in 16 arenas and 3
indoor pool facilities. They also operate two full sized restaurants in Toronto and
Cobourg. The City has been pleased with their operations to date and have not had
any significant concerns from the staff nor the public.
Highlights of the agreements and terms are summarized in Table 1 below for ease of
reference and comparison.
Table 1: Agreement Highlights with CGC Concessions
Agreement

All Arenas

WIATC

Highlights

(AKA, FGA, SWRC, WFCU)

(incl. Adventure Bay)

Commencement Date

June 20, 2016

June 19, 2017

Terms

5 year Period

3 year Period

Option to Renew

Yes – 5 additional years

Yes – 5 successive oneyear terms

Payment Terms

$35,000+Taxes

Year 1- $45,000.50+Taxes

(Annual Amounts)

Year 2- $47,000.00+Taxes
Year 3- $47,312.87+Taxes

Frequency of Payments

Quarterly

Monthly

Insurance

$2M per occurrence

$2M per occurrence

Notice

In writing, mail, fax, email

In writing, mail, fax, email

Discussion:
CGC has been operating the concessions at the arenas since September 2016 and has
been operating the concessions at the WIATC since mid 2017. The owner of CGC, Rico
Razaiy, has recently approached Administration with a request to revisit the payment
terms of the agreement. The company has experienced less than anticipated revenues
which has made it financially challenging to operate. This has negatively affected their
operations. A letter from the owner, dated October 17, 2017 and attached as Appendix
A, is provided for further background and information.
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This report provides City Council with three options for consideration.
Option #1 - Status Quo
Should Council choose Option #1, the agreement terms and conditions will remain as
per the original agreement. CGC will be required to adhere to the current contract as
approved by Council and pay the annual amounts as identified in Table 1. Given the
concerns brought forward by CGC, this is not the recommended option. Administration
is of the opinion that CGC will likely cease to operate and this will ultimately pose a risk
to the arenas and the WIATC/Adventure Bay as further legal action may have to be
taken.
As a contingency plan, Administration would look at adding vending machines in each
of the facilities to help mitigate the customer impact. Although the product offerings will
not be as extensive as a full service concession, vending machines will provide a very
basic level of product service to the community, user groups, and customers. It should
be highlighted that expectations from our guests visiting our facilities include the ability
to purchase a drink or snack during their extended stays, and that the installation of
vending machines as the sole option for food service could create reputational risk for
the City which would jeopardize the guest experience. Notwithstanding this information,
should City Council choose Option #1, Administration will undertake to determine the
capital and operating financial projections for the contingency plan.
Option #2 - City to Operate the Concessions
Should Council choose Option #2, the City would revert back to the previous operating
model, whereby the City will provide the necessary staff to operate the concessions,
including the purchases of the goods and services. This option is not recommended as
it will ultimately result in increased operating costs to the City which have not been
accounted for within the budget. In addition, with the proposed legislative changes
increasing the minimum wage in Ontario to $15/hour, this increase will further impact on
the operating budget as the city concession staff were previously paid minimum wage. .
Option #3 - Accept Revised Offer as Presented by CGC Concessions
CGC has approached the City requesting Council consider and approve alternative
payment options (See Appendix A). Should Council choose Option #3, the proposed
revenue to be received by the City for the remainder of the contract will be as follows:
Arenas (AKA, FGA, SWRC, WFCU Centre)

$20,000 + Taxes

Adventure Bay/WIATC

$16,000 + Taxes
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All other terms and conditions of the agreement will remain the same. In addition,
should the City and CGC agree to another 5 year extension period, the following
payment terms are being proposed annually for the five year renewal period:

Arenas (AKA, FGA, SWRC, WFCU Centre)

$23,000 + Taxes

Adventure Bay/WIATC

$18,400 + Taxes

Administration recommends Option #3. By agreeing to these revised payment terms, it
will allow CGC to be financially viable and will help relieve the operational concerns
expressed by the owner.
Other Amendments to the CGC Agreement
Council recently approved the naming of the former South Windsor Recreation Complex
to the Capri Pizzeria Recreation Complex. The terms of the naming rights agreement
between the City of Windsor and Capri Pizzeria calls for an amendment to the current
lease/license agreement between the City and CGC to include the restrictive covenant
that CGC shall not sell pizza or pizza related products in, on, to, or in connection with
the Facility, during any term or renewal or extension term of its operation of the
concession at the Facility. In addition, the City of Windsor shall provide to Capri written
evidence that such restrictive covenants have been agreed to between CGC and the
City of Windsor. Therefore, Administration is seeking Council approval to make a further
amendment to the agreement with CGC to include this restrictive covenant.

Risk Analysis:
Should City Council not approve the recommendation, there is a significant risk that
CGC could default on its current payment terms and may cease to operate the
concessions throughout the City. A P&C memo relative to legal implications is also
attached for Council’s benefit.
The following sources of risks have been identified if this situation were to occur:
Financial Risk: There is a moderate financial risk to the Corporation as the
consequence is minor and the probability of impact is likely. As can be noted in the
Financial Matters section, it is projected that there will be a minor impact to the
Recreation & Culture budget should Option #1 or Option #2 be chosen.
Resource Risk: There is a moderate resource risk to the Corporation, as the
consequence is minor and the probability of impact is possible. If option #2 is chosen,
the City will have to re-hire staff to operate the concessions and the facility supervisors
will now have to oversee the operations.
In order to mitigate some of these risks, contingency plans can be put in place. As
stated in the discussion section, the addition of vending machines in each facility may
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be a low cost alternative, however will not provide the level of service and product
offering that a full service concession will provide. .
Should Council approve the recommendation as presented, there are little to no
significant risks identified. Even though Option #3 does result in a minor financial impact
to the budget, it will be tolerated as it is more manageable than not having CGC operate
at all.

Financial Matters:
Given the financial and operating concerns brought forward by CGC, the company has
proposed a more realistic payment term schedule for the remainder of the contract.
Table 2 below provides the details by facility:
Table 2: CGC’s Proposed Payment Terms (Option #3)

Recreational Facility

Current Amount

Proposed Amount

Adie Knox Arena

$1,050/year + Taxes

$3,000/year + Taxes

WFCU Centre Community Arena

$12,250/year + Taxes

$4,000/year + Taxes

South Windsor Recreation Complex

$13,300/year + Taxes

$7,000/year + Taxes

Forest Glade Arena

$8,400/year + Taxes

$6,000/year + Taxes

Total Arenas

$35,000/year + Taxes

$20,000/year + Taxes

Total Adventure Bay/WIATC

$45,000.50/year + Taxes

$16,000/year + Taxes

As per the current agreement terms, should the City and CGC agree to renew the
contract for a subsequent 5 year period, CGC proposes to offer the following fixed
amounts annually for the five year renewal period:
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Table 3: CGC’s Proposed Payment Terms Beyond Renewal Period (Option #3)

Recreational Facility

Proposed Amount
(Years 6-10)

Adie Knox Arena

$3,450/year + Taxes

WFCU Centre Community Arena

$4,600/year + Taxes

South Windsor Recreation Complex

$8,050/year + Taxes

Forest Glade Arena

$6,900/year + Taxes

Total Arenas

$23,000/year + Taxes

Total Adventure Bay/WIATC

$18,400/year + Taxes

The relative impact on the City budget of the various options is as follows:
Option #1 potentially provides a negative impact on the budget as Administration is
confident that this option will not be sustainable given the current financial losses CGC
has experienced to date and the City will most likely not receive the balance owing over
the term of the agreement. Additional legal expenses will have to be factored into this
option to account for the costs associated with litigation. Although unknown with
certainty at this time, this option could actually have the most negative financial impact
in the long term of all options.
Option #2 will provide a negative budget impact as it assumes that the City will, on
average, operate the concessions at or near a breakeven point. Furthermore, the
impact of this budget would be further negatively impacted by the minimum wage rate
increases recently approved.
Option #3 provides the most realistic budget estimate resulting in the least negative
impact to the Corporation’s budget as it allows for a modest return from the concession
operator to the City while continuing to provide the required services to those visiting
our recreational facilities.

Consultations:
Rico Razaiy, President CGC Concessions Group
Jennifer Knights, Manager WIATC/Adventure Bay and Aquatics Services
Valerie Clifford, Financial Planning Administrator
Legal Department
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Conclusion:
The revised payment and contract terms will give CGC the best chance to be
operationally and financially viable well into the future. The City has developed a very
good working relationship with CGC and maintaining this rapport will benefit the
Corporation in the long term. Although the proposed recommendation will result in a
minor impact to the budget, overall it provides the least impact to the City as well as to
the community and user groups.

Planning Act Matters:
N/A

Approvals:
Name

Title

Andrew Daher

Manager, WFCU Centre & Recreation
Facilities

Ray Mensour

Executive Director, Recreation & Culture

Jan Wilson

Corporate Leader-Parks, Recreation &
Culture, Facilities

Shelby Askin-Hager

City Solicitor and Corporate Leader
Economic Development & Public Safety

Joe Mancina

Chief Financial Officer and City
Treasurer/Corporate Leader Finance and
Technology

Onorio Colucci

Chief Administrative Officer

Notifications:
Name
Rico Razaiy

Address
8787 Riverside
Windsor, ON
N8S 1G7

Dr

Email
E, info@concessions.ca

Appendices:
1

Appendix A - Letter from CGC Concession Group Canada Inc.
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Item No. 12.2
COMMITTEE MATTERS
City Council
December 18, 2017
Subject: Minutes of the New City Hall Project Steering Committee of its meeting
held November 23, 2017
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New City Hall Project Steering Committee – Meeting held
November 23, 2017
A meeting of the New City Hall Project Steering Committee is held this day
commencing at 9:00 o’clock a.m. in the Walkerville Meeting Room, 3 rd floor, City Hall,
there being present the following members:
Mayor Drew Dilkens, Chair
Councillor Paul Borrelli (arrives at 9:03 a.m.)
Councillor Jo-Anne Gignac
Councillor Hilary Payne
Councillor Ed Sleiman (arrives at 9:10 a.m.)
Also present are the following resource personnel:
Wadah Al-Yassiri, Project Administrator
Shelby Askin-Hager, City Solicitor
Onorio Colucci, Chief Administrative Officer
Thom Hunt, City Planner
Joe Mancina, City Treasurer
Cathy Masterson, Manager Cultural Affairs
Jason Moore, Senior Manager Communications
Dave Soave, Project Accountant
Harry Turnbull, Executive Director Information Technology
Mark Winterton, City Engineer
Karen Kadour, Committee Coordinator
1.

Call to Order

The Chair calls the meeting to order at 9:02 o’clock a.m. and the Steering
Committee considers the Agenda being Schedule “A” attached hereto, matters which
are dealt with as follows:
2.

Declarations of Conflict
None disclosed.

3.

Adoption of the Minutes

Moved by Councillor Gignac, seconded by Councillor Payne,
That the minutes of the New City Hall Project Steering Committee of its meeting
held August 24, 2017 BE ADOPTED as presented.
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New City Hall Project Steering Committee
Meeting Minutes

November 23, 2017

Carried.
4.
4.1

Business Items
Project Update

W. Al-Yassiri reports Community Living is no longer interested in operating the
food kiosk in the New City Hall. He adds the connections have been roughed-in and if
there is interest in the future, the space can be utilized or, the space will become part of
the atrium.
Moved by Councillor Payne, seconded by Councillor Gignac,
That the report of the Project Manager dated November 15, 2017 entitled “New
City Hall – Project Update, November 2017” BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
4.2

Financial Summary Update

In response to a question asked by Councillor Payne regarding the use of the
surplus funds, W. Al-Yassiri responds the surplus funds will be utilized in the demolition
of the existing City Hall.
Moved by Councillor Gignac, seconded by Councillor Payne,
That the report of the Project Accountant dated November 15, 2017 entitled “New
City Hall Financial Summary Update” BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
5.

New City Hall Project Executive Committee Minutes

Moved by Councillor Payne, seconded by Councillor Gignac,
That the minutes of the New City Hall Project Executive Committee of its
meetings held August 1, 2017 and September 11, 2017 BE RECEIVED.
Carried.
6.

Other Business
None.

7.

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.
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New City Hall Project Steering Committee
Meeting Minutes

8.

November 23, 2017

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting is adjourned at 9:11 o’clock a.m.

____________________________
CHAIR
____________________________
COMMITTEE COORDINATOR
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New City Hall Project Steering Committee
Meeting Minutes

November 23, 2017

AGENDA
of the
NEW CITY HALL PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE
Thursday, November 23, 2017
9:00 o’clock a.m.
Meeting Room Walkerville, 3rd Floor - 350 City Hall Square E.

1.

Call to Order

2.

Declarations of Conflict

3.

Adoption of the Minutes
Adoption of the minutes of the meeting held August 24, 2017 – attached.

4.

Business Items

4.1

Project Update
Report of the Project Manager dated November 15, 2017 entitled “New City Hall –
Project Update, November 2017” – attached.

4.2

Financial Summary Update
Report dated November 15, 2017 entitled “New City Hall Financial Summary Update” –
attached.

5.

New City Hall Project Executive Committee Minutes
Minutes of the New City Hall Project Executive Committee – attached.
Meeting dates:



August 1, 2017
September 11, 2017

6.

Other Business

7.

Date of Next Meeting
February 2018 (To be confirmed)

8.

Adjournment
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